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ABSTRACT 
 
Dark sand deposits occur at all latitudes on the Martian surface. Sand sources in some regions 
have been inferred via paleo-wind indicator analyses, sand and source mineralogy comparisons, 
and climate modeling. However, all known sources are sedimentary, leaving outstanding the 
question of primary igneous origin(s) of these dark sand deposits. One hypothesis addressing 
this question is that volcaniclastic deposits are a primary origin of Martian sand. Terrestrial 
analogs of volcaniclastic units sourcing sand support this hypothesis. However, sand generation 
has yet to be observed or inferred from any such Martian deposit. This thesis tests this hypothesis 
via a case study in Aeolis Dorsa, Mars, a locality where sand overlies bedrock consisting of a 
hypothesized volcaniclastic deposit, the Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF). In addition to the 
MFF, additional potential external sand sources exist: Elysium Mons, the Cerberus Plains lavas, 
and the Southern Highlands. 
To identify likely sand source(s) in Aeolis Dorsa, sand deposits were mapped to address 
geospatial sand distribution, scour mark orientations were mapped and analyzed to reveal 
dominant paleo-wind directions, and instances of apparent erosion of bedrock to dark sediment 
were recorded. Hierarchical clustering analysis of sand distribution revealed preferential sand 
deposition on the peripheries of the MFF and in the southern depression (where bedrock may be 
remnant southern highlands material). Hierarchical cluster analysis of scour mark distribution 
revealed spatial groups of scour marks with consistent paleo-wind directions within groups. Such 
paleo-wind directions provide no evidence for long-distance sand transport from potential external 
source regions, but instead provide support for paleo-winds controlled by local topography. 
Apparent erosion of bedrock to dark sediments occurs in both the MFF (in ~20 localities) and in 
the southern depression (in over 100 localities), suggesting that both the MFF and bedrock in the 
southern depression have the potential to generate dark sand. The implication that the MFF has 
the potential to produce dark sand raises two important possibilities: first, that elsewhere along 
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the Martian equator the MFF may have produced dark sand, and second, that other friable layered 
deposits (of which the MFF is one) may also serve as sources of Martian sand.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The geologic origin and temporal persistence of sand on Mars remains a salient question in 
Martian geology. On this dry planet, multiple ongoing landscape modification agents continue to 
shape Mars’ surface (e.g., Hansen et al., 2010; McEwen et al., 2010). One of these agents is 
aeolian activity (e.g., Bridges et al., 2007, 2012). Sand covers less than 0.01% of the Martian 
surface (e.g., Hayward et al., 2007), yet sand deposits occur at all latitudes on the Martian globe 
(Hayward et al., 2007, 2014). Present-day sand movement is a wind-driven process, and 
understanding the origins and movement of sand on the Martian surface is fundamental to our 
knowledge and understanding the current Martian sediment cycle.  
Sand sources are difficult to definitively constrain in cases where no obvious local source 
(defined by Fenton et al., 2005, as within one sand deposit width of the deposit) exists, but with a 
cache of clues that address sand and source characteristics, sand sources may become 
illuminated. These clues include sand deposit distribution, aeolian morphologies that serve as 
paleo-wind indicators, mineralogy of sand and of possible sources, and climate modeling. Indeed, 
these clues provided the necessary information to constrain sand sources in a number of localities 
on Mars (see Section 2.4). However, because Martian sand commonly occurs without an 
apparent local source, the sources of most Martian sand deposits remain unknown. Each 
identification of a Martian sand source aids in illuminating Martian sediment pathways and 
transport characteristics. By connecting Martian sand deposits to their source(s), patterns of sand 
origination and movement on Mars will become clearer. Determining sediment pathways and 
sand sources helps provide small pieces of the Martian sediment cycle puzzle.  
Also requiring consideration are the primary igneous units that provide the original material of 
(overwhelmingly likely sedimentary) rocks from which Martian sand is generated. Martian sand, 
like terrestrial sand, originates from rocks that, in some point prior to sediment liberation (e.g., 
recycled or not), were igneous in origin (e.g., Edgett and Lancaster, 1993; Burr et al., 2012). 
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Volcaniclastic units—friable deposits at the surface—may be one of these direct sources of sand, 
but this hypothesis is not yet well-tested on Mars. 
One method by which the possibility of volcaniclastic deposits generating Martian sand can be 
addressed is via case studies in localities where sand occurs overlying or adjacent to 
volcaniclastic deposits. In these localities, observational methods, such as those previously 
mentioned, can be employed to address the likelihood of such a deposit generating overlying 
sand. This work addresses the volcaniclastic-origin hypothesis by testing multiple working 
hypotheses, including local (in situ) and regional (external) possible sources, for sand sources in 
the Aeolis Dorsa region of Mars (Fig. 1.1), a locality where dark sand overlies a hypothesized 
volcaniclastic deposit (Mandt et al. 2008, 2009). 
This study tests multiple working hypotheses for sand sources using (a) the geospatial 
distribution of sand, (b) wind emplacement directions inferred from sand deposit morphologies, 
and (c) observations of potential sand sources via orbital images. In this paper, I first cover 
important aspects of Martian sand deposits, along with previous studies that have identified sand 
sources. I describe characteristics of the Medusae Fossae Formation, the hypothesized 
volcaniclastic unit in the Aeolis Dorsa region, and the reasoning for its hypothesized volcaniclastic 
origin. I also describe the geography surrounding Aeolis Dorsa, which provides the basis for the 
working hypotheses I then explain. Next, I summarize the methods and datasets used to test 
these working hypotheses. I then discuss the results of these methods, and the extent to which 
working hypotheses are supported, tying my results to implications for sand movement and 
deposition on the Martian surface. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
2.1. Sand generation and transport mechanisms on Mars 
A myriad of processes, including impact cratering, fluvial and aeolian erosion and transport, 
and volcanism, have contributed to the generation and transport of sand on Mars (e.g., Hartmann 
and Neukum, 2001; McGlynn et al., 2011, 2012). Sediments on Mars are commonly sorted and/or 
weathered such that their sources are difficult to discern texturally (e.g., McGlynn et al., 2011). 
Early in Mars’ history, bolide impacts or ‘impact gardening’ played an appreciable role in sediment 
generation (e.g., Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Knauth et al., 2005; McGlynn et al., 2011), and 
continue to play a minor role in surface gardening at present, although reworking of sediment 
produced by bolide impacts may still occur today.  
Volcanoes generate sand via explosive eruptions, such as those from Arsia and Tharsis 
Montes (e.g., Edgett, 1997; Mouginis-Mark, 2002). Dark dunes occur at Arsia Mons and have 
been inferred to form from volcaniclastic deposits originating from Arsia Mons (Mouginis-Mark, 
2002). Supporting evidence for explosive volcanism generating Martian sand exists in the Tharsis 
region, where dune fields occur for which the most likely source of sand is hypothesized 
volcaniclastic material (Edgett, 1997). 
Impact cratering generates large volumes of loose sediment on Mars (e.g., Hartmann and 
Neukum, 2001; McGlynn et al., 2011, 2012) that, over time, are sorted and comminuted via 
aeolian, fluvial, and/or secondary impact processes (e.g., McGlynn et al., 2011). Basaltic soil in 
Gusev crater, for example, occurs as distinct grain-size and mineralogical populations 
representative of selective sorting and variation in transport modes (McGlynn et al., 2011, 2012). 
Sand-sized grains are most easily entrained by the wind (e.g., Greeley and Iversen, 1985). 
Due to Mars’ thin atmosphere, threshold wind speed—the lowest wind speed sufficient to entrain 
sediment of any size—is higher for grains of any size than are threshold speeds on Earth (e.g., 
Greeley and Iversen, 1985). Once entrained at such high wind speeds, sand grains impact the 
Martian surface with intensity expected to cause rapid comminution of grains to smaller particle 
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sizes (e.g., Sagan, 1973; Greeley and Iversen, 1985; Greeley and Kraft, 2001). Thus, aeolian 
physics predicts relatively short transport distances for Martian sand before sand is no longer 
sand-sized. Known sand sources, identified to date, lie near to sand deposits, providing evidence 
only for relatively short transport pathways (e.g., Fishbaugh et al., 2007; Tirsch et al., 2011; 
Chojnacki et al., 2014c). Where longer transport pathways may exist on Mars, like on Earth, such 
pathways are difficult to identify if that pathway is inactive and/or obscured by dust cover or other 
disruption of the pathway (e.g., Sullivan et al., 2005).  
2.2. Sand deposit localities and sources on Mars 
Active (loose) sand occurs in varying amounts at all latitudes on Mars (Hayward et al., 2007, 
2014), but occurs in the most concentrated amounts in: (1) the mid-latitude regions; (2) in dune-
rich sand seas in polar ergs adjacent to the north polar layered deposits (NPLDs); and (3) in the 
equatorial region of Mars (Hayward et al., 2007, 2014). Sand sources in these three locations 
have been positively identified via orbital visible-wavelength images, spectroscopic data, and 
infrared imagery. The most likely sources of sand in these locations are sedimentary units, 
meaning that those sediment sources are secondary re-worked material, rather than a primary 
igneous source of sediment, although in Valles Marineris, the wall rock is inferred to be a primary 
sand source (e.g., Chojnacki et al., 2014c).  
Many of the topographic lows in which dark sand concentrates on Mars are crater basins 
(Bridges et al., 2012). The walls of craters have been hypothesized to produce the sand found in 
those crater basins (Edgett, 2002; Fenton, 2005; Fenton, 2008). This hypothesis is supported by 
images showing apparent sediment generation in dark crater wall units and by compositional 
similarity between the crater walls and the intracrater dunes (Tirsch et al. 2011), based on analysis 
of data from the Observatoire pour le Mineralogie, l’Eau, les Glaves et l’Activité (OMEGA; Bibring 
et al., 2004) and Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM; Murchie et 
al., 2004) imaging spectrometers. 
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Vast gypsum-rich dune fields of the Olympia Undae sand sea near Mars’ north poles—to date 
the only known sulfate-rich dunes on Mars (Fishbaugh et al., 2007)—are concentrated in the north 
polar region of Mars. First identified as gypsum-rich by Langevin et al. (2005), these sand seas 
were hypothesized to be exhumed magmatism-related hydrothermal gypsum deposits within the 
north polar layered deposits (PLDs) (e.g., Tanaka, 2006; Horgan and Bell, 2012). Geospatial 
constraints of gypsum-rich units in this region, determined via OMEGA data, identified gypsum 
only in the sand sea itself and in isolated dune patches, not in any other part of the region 
(including PLD layers). The confinement of gypsum to the Olympia Undae sand sea and isolated 
nearby dunes led Fishbaugh et al. (2007) to conclude the most likely source of gypsum in these 
deposits as water percolating through the basal unit of the north polar layered deposits and 
forming gypsum in pore spaces of the calcium-rich sand (Fishbaugh et al., 2007). 
Sources of sand dunes in Valles Marineris, Mars, were investigated using visible-wavelength 
images, digital elevation models (DEMs), and thermal inertia data of dunes and the surrounding 
surface. Multiple working hypotheses were tested, and orbital images indicated that the most likely 
source(s) were valley walls, which recorded evidence of mass-wasting in the form of boulder 
tracks and boulders on the floor of the rift, and the interior layered deposits (Chojnacki et al., 
2014c). These three regions—impact basins in the mid-latitudes, the north polar erg, and Valles 
Marineris—constitute all known sources of Martian sand. Although sand sources have been 
inferred for these three regions, sources for the other sand deposits among the global distribution 
of sand on Mars have not been inferred. Although sand sources in these cases identify a single 
primary source of sand for each dune field, sand sources are likely commonly cosmopolitan, an 
overwhelmingly common feature of terrestrial dune fields (e.g., Kocurek and Lancaster, 1999).  
In addition to sand sources mentioned here, volcanic units may be additional sources of 
Martian sand. The commonality of volcanism on Mars led to the hypothesis over sixty years ago 
that non-reworked volcanic materials could be a primary source of Martian sand (McLaughlin, 
1954, 1956a, 1956b; Edgett and Lancaster, 1993). More recent research has led to the hypothesis 
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that widespread friable layered deposits (FLDs; Kerber et al., 2011, 2012), some of which are 
proposed to be volcaniclastic in origin (see Section 2.3), may serve as one of a number of sources 
of globally distributed sand. 
2.3. The Medusae Fossae Formation 
The Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) is an extensive, layered deposit that extends along the 
Martian equator from approximately 130° to 240° E, and from 15° S to 15° N (Fig. 2.1; Scott and 
Tanaka, 1986; Greeley and Guest, 1987; Zimbelman et al., 1996; Bradley et al., 2002). The MFF 
consists of discontinuous layers (Sakimoto et al., 1999) of friable material (Scott and Tanaka, 
1982). The MFF outcrops as five lobes running along the Martian equator (Figure 2.1). The oldest, 
and stratigraphically lowest, layers of the MFF comprise its westernmost two lobes, whereas the 
youngest, and stratigraphically highest, layers of the MFF are on the easternmost extent. In 
addition to decreasing in age, from west to east the MFF thickens (Edgett et al., 1997; Bradley et 
al., 2002). Whereas the upper MFF can reach 800 m in thickness (Bradley et al., 2000, 2002), in 
some localities the western MFF is so thin that basement rocks appear to be partially exposed 
(Bradley et al., 2000, 2002). At footprint scales of 100-200 m, the average surface roughness of 
the western MFF is 2-3 times the surface roughness of the eastern MFF (Sakimoto et al., 1999). 
The MFF is characterized by pervasive fields of yardangs (wind-scoured hills; Ward, 1979) 
indicative of easily friable material (Fig. 2.2; Kerber and Head, 2010; Kerber et al., 2012). 
The impressive extent and variable surficial properties across the MFF contribute to the 
continued uncertainty of its geologic history and origin. The MFF has been proposed to be: 1) a 
polar layered terrain due to some similarities (at the global scale) with rocks in Mars’ polar regions 
(e.g., Schultz and Lutz, 1988); 2) the accumulation of ‘rafted’ pumice on the banks of an ancient 
northern ocean (e.g., Mouginis-Mark, 1993); 3) a carbonate platform (e.g. Parker, 1991); and 4) 
volcaniclastic in origin, as either an ash-fall tuff (e.g., Hynek et al., 2003) or an ignimbrite (ash 
flow) deposit (e.g., Mandt et al. 2008, 2009). Thus far, four lines of evidence provide support for 
the hypothesis that the MFF is indeed a series of volcaniclastic deposits. First, layer thickness in 
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the MFF varies substantially both between different layers and, in some cases, within the same 
layer (Bradley et al., 2002, and references therein). Second, layers comprising the MFF appear 
to blanket regional topography, rather than showing preferential deposition in topographic lows 
(Mandt et al., 2008). Third, yardang directions and morphologies vary in close geographic 
proximity to one another, indicating possible small-scale variable induration of the MFF (Fig. 2.3; 
Bradley et al., 2002; de Silva et al., 2010). Fourth, density estimates and the dielectric constant 
of the MFF both suggest a highly porous unit absent of ice, consistent with an explosive volcanic 
unit (Ohja and Karunstillake, 2017; Ohja et al., 2017). The friable nature of the MFF, along with 
support for its origin as a volcaniclastic deposit, raises the possibility of its potential as a source 
of nearby sand deposits (e.g., Kerber et al., 2010). Its potential as a source of Martian sand is 
highlighted in places where sand overlies the MFF, which would allow for in situ erosion of bedrock 
to sand without any requirement of sand transport (and thus potential comminution). One such 
location is the Aeolis Dorsa region of Mars, where dark sand overlies outcrops of the lower MFF. 
2.4. Martian aeolian bedforms within the Aeolis Dorsa study area 
Sand deposits occur on Mars with and without distinctive aeolian features like dunes or ripples 
(Fig. 2.4; Hayward et al., 2007). Sand deposits in Aeolis Dorsa occur either as elongate sediment 
deposits located within narrow bedrock troughs, or as sand sheets, defined as broad deposits 
with smooth surfaces, found on relatively flat or smooth terrain (Fig. 2.5; Table 1; e.g., McKee, 
1979). Sand sheets may appear dark, if not dust-covered, or bright, in which cases light hues 
likely indicate a partial to complete dust cover (e.g., Fenton et al., 2003). Both dark and bright 
sand sheets are present in Aeolis Dorsa. Bright sand sheets can be identified as dust-covered 
sand if features indicative of sand, e.g., scour marks or dunes, are observed on the sheet. 
Morphological features present in any given sand deposit depend on a) the abundance of sand 
and b) the wind directions that transported the sediment. Consequently, many aeolian features 
may be used as wind-direction indicators (e.g., McKee, 1979; Greeley and Iversen, 1985). In the 
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Aeolis Dorsa deposits, a small number of directional morphologies are present, including scour 
marks and various dune forms (Table 1). 
2.4.1. Scour marks 
Scour marks—also known as aeolian scours or current crescents (Peabody, 1947)—were first 
identified on Mars during the MER Spirit rover’s travels in Gusev Crater (e.g., Bell et al., 2004; 
Thomson et al., 2007; Greeley at al., 2008). Scour marks in dark sand deposits on Mars were 
identified in orbital images by Bishop (2011) via High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE) camera images (McEwen et al., 2007). Scour marks are formed via wind flow around 
an obstacle, where enhanced flows are deflected down and around the obstacle on the upwind 
side (Fig. 2.6). The accelerated wind velocities entrain more sediment than average on the upwind 
side of the obstacle. This sediment entrainment and movement downwind effectively removes 
material in the area of accelerated flow, forming a crescentic negative-relief moat around the 
upwind side of that obstacle (Fig. 2.7; Greeley and Iversen, 1985; Bishop, 2011). For largely 
unidirectional flows, the resulting moat is a singular crescent. Reversing wind regimes produce 
pairs of crescents on opposite sides of obstacles whereas variable or multidirectional winds will 
produce moats around much, or all, of the sides of an obstacle (Allen, 1984). In Aeolis Dorsa, all 
three morphologies occur, although single crescentic scour marks are the most common 
morphology. 
2.4.2. Common dune forms 
The Martian surface showcases many dune forms (Fig. 2.4). Dunes present in Aeolis Dorsa 
include transverse, climbing, falling, and echo dunes (Table 1). Transverse dunes, straight or 
slightly sinuous ridges oriented normal to the average transport direction (Reffet et al., 2010), 
form in wind regimes with an abundant sand supply (McKee, 1979) or in bidirectional regimes 
with either small (~45 to 70°) or ~180° divergence angles (determined in flume experiments by 
Rubin and Ikeda, 1990). Climbing and falling dunes (e.g., Tsoar, 1983; Chojnacki et al., 2010) are 
dune forms located on slopes. Climbing dunes advance up slopes, whereas falling dunes advance 
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downslope. Climbing and falling dunes are commonly found in tandem, such as when sediment 
breaches a crest and transitions from a climbing to falling dune, or when falling dunes reach a 
topographic low and advance to adjacent slopes as climbing dunes (Tsoar, 2001). Echo dunes 
are dunes that are anchored to a surface and have slipfaces parallel with bedrock cliffs. Scour 
marks in sand commonly feature echo dunes directly upwind. Echo dunes and scour marks 
commonly occur in tandem as within the Aeolis Dorsa region. 
2.5. The Aeolis Dorsa region, Mars 
2.5.1. Aeolis Dorsa regional geology 
Aeolis Dorsa (Fig. 1.1) is one of many regions on Mars that exhibits sand deposits without an 
obvious source. Aeolis Dorsa lies along the Martian equator just north of the highland-lowland 
boundary (HLB; Lenardic et al., 2004; Irwin and Watters, 2010) and south of Elysium Mons. 
Bedrock in Aeolis Dorsa consists predominantly of the MFF, which is exposed here as the twin 
plateaus Aeolis and Zephyria Plana (Fig. 1.1; Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Greeley and Guest, 1987). 
In between the two plana lies a lower-elevation region, hereafter referred to as the Aeolis-Zephyria 
Plana (AZP) medial basin (Fig. 1.1). The bedrock in the AZP medial basin consists of neither MFF 
nor southern highlands materials, but of hypothesized complex sedimentary deposits rife with 
inverted fluvial channels (e.g., Burr et al., 2009, 2010; Lefort et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2013; 
Jacobsen and Burr, 2017). Sand deposits overlie topographic lows within bedrock units 
throughout much of Aeolis Dorsa. 
Sand deposits may have either low- or high- albedo signatures in the visible wavelength 
depending on the extent of dust cover (see Section 2.4; Mellon et al., 2000; Putzig and Mellon, 
2007). However, sand on Mars is typically dark-toned (e.g., Bridges et al., 2007), and many sand 
deposits in Aeolis Dorsa share this characteristic. Sand deposits in Aeolis Dorsa are characterized 
by infrared signatures that are brighter than the surroundings in both the daytime and nighttime 
data (Burr et al., 2011).  
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2.5.2 Geologic context: ages and stratigraphic relationships 
In Aeolis Dorsa, bedrock unit age is loosely constrained via crater counts and stratigraphic 
relationships. The southern highlands, confined to the southernmost portion of the map, date to 
the Noachian (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001, and references therein). In Aeolis Dorsa, however, 
southern highlands materials (Fig. 1.1) exhibit fretted valleys and polygonal high-standing blocks, 
features that have been inferred to be associated with the Noachian/Hesperian transition (e.g., 
Irwin and Watters, 2010). Thus, although the bedrock itself is Noachian, surface modification of 
the highlands in this area dates possibly as far back as the Noachian/Hesperian transition. In 
addition to these constraints on the southern highlands, the relative age of the MFF and of bedrock 
within the AZP medial basin is loosely constrained.  
The AZP medial basin is composed of Noachian- to Hesperian-aged deposits of fluvial 
sedimentary origins (e.g., Kite et al., 2013; Jacobsen and Burr, 2016). Crater ejecta blankets 
surround some craters in Aeolis Dorsa (Fig. 1.1). The MFF, once thought to be Amazonian in age 
based on crater counts (Tanaka, 1986), is inferred to have formed during the mid-Hesperian to 
early Amazonian and subsequently extensively reworked (Kerber and Head, 2010; Zimbelman 
and Scheidt, 2012). The MFF ages stratigraphically, with younger layers superposed on older 
layers. Thus, lower-elevation layers of the MFF are inferred to be older than adjacent higher-
elevation layers.   
The MFF is known for pervasive, overlapping yardang fields (Fig. 2.2; e.g., Bradley et al., 2002; 
Mandt et al., 2009; Zimbelman and Griffin, 2010), and the MFF in Aeolis Dorsa is no exception. 
In Aeolis Dorsa, separate yardang fields (defined by parallel yardangs; see Fig. 2.8 for example) 
are separated by elevation (Fig. 2.8). Many yardang fields have either a broadly E-W orientation 
or a broadly N-S orientation (NW-SE in Fig. 2.8). The E-W-oriented yardangs occur at a slightly 
lower elevation than N-S-oriented yardang fields, suggesting that E-W yardangs are comprised 
of older rocks than those with a N-S orientation. In some localities, N-S-trending features cut E-
W yardangs, providing additional support for the inference that N-S yardangs are younger than 
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their E-W-trending counterparts. By extension, N-S trending yardangs may represent a more 
recent wind regime than the winds that formed the E-W trending yardangs.  
2.5.3. Potential sources of sand in Aeolis Dorsa 
Multiple local and regional potential sources exist for sand in Aeolis Dorsa. Regional sources, 
defined by Fenton (2005) as removed by several times the sand deposit width from the deposit(s) 
in question, include any region around Aeolis Dorsa that is either known to produce sand-sized 
particles or has the potential to do so. Three such regions surround Aeolis Dorsa: the Elysium 
Mons edifice to the north, the Cerberus Plains lava flows to the northeast, and the southern 
highlands to the south (Fig. 2.9). These regions have the potential to generate sand-sized 
particles (Elysium Mons, Cerberus Plains lavas) or are known to produce or at least contain dark 
sand (the southern highlands). 
Elysium Mons is a large volcanic edifice located ~1500 km north of Aeolis Dorsa. On Elysium 
Mons, variability in impact crater appearance and lobate flow features suggests the past presence 
of volatiles within the edifice (Mouginis-Mark et al., 1984). The inferred past volatile content 
suggests the potential for explosive volcanic activity from the edifice (Mouginis-Mark, 1985), which 
would deposit volcaniclastic materials on and around the edifice. Deposition could occur in a more 
widely dispersed fashion, given the suggestion by numerical modeling of eruptions on Mars as 
more explosive, with eruptive material more widely dispersed, than eruptions on Earth (Wilson 
and Head, 1994; Fagents and Wilson, 1996). Moreover, the presence of dunes inferred to form 
from volcaniclastic deposits of other volcanic edifices like Arsia Mons (Mouginis-Mark, 2002) and 
Tharsis Montes (Edgett, 1997) suggests the possibility of volcaniclastic deposits on Elysium Mons 
as a source of dark sand. 
The Cerberus Plains consist of an extensive series of lava flows northeast of Aeolis Dorsa 
(e.g., Plescia, 1990) that have produced an estimated volume of over 130,000 km2 of lavas with 
estimated episodic activity as recently as ~2 Ma (Vaucher et al., 2009). These vast mafic to 
possibly ultramafic (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2010) lavas record evidence of erosion in the form of loose 
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boulders (Roberts et al., 2012) and dark sand in craters and/or vents, e.g., near the Cerberus 
Fossae (formerly Rupes; Edgett and Rice, 1995) fractures. Fissures occur throughout the 
Cerberus lavas, in certain localities co-located with loose sediment (e.g., Roberts et al., 2007). 
Impact cratering and “Marsquakes” (Roberts et al., 2012) provide potential mechanisms for the 
recent, and potentially ongoing, generation of loose sediment observed on the Cerberus Plains.  
The ancient Martian southern highlands are heavily cratered plains on which dark sand occurs, 
both in intracrater plains (Hayward et al., 2007) and in crater basins (e.g., Tirsch et al., 2011). 
This dark sand is basaltic in composition and contains olivine (Tirsch et al., 2011), indicating little 
chemical weathering. The source of sand in southern highlands crater basins is interpreted as 
dark layers in the crater walls themselves (Tirsch et al., 2011), but the source of the intracrater 
plains sand is unknown. Given the improbability of sand moving out of crater basins and onto the 
plains (summarized in Bridges et al., 2012), sand in crater basins is an unlikely source for sand 
in Aeolis Dorsa—although sand moving over the plains could be such a source. Sand on the 
southern highlands intracrater plains could be transported northward to Aeolis Dorsa, where sand 
would likely accumulate in the southern depression (Fig. 1.1).  
In the Aeolis Dorsa study area, possible local sources include blocks of bedrock in the southern 
depression and the underlying MFF, which here comprises Aeolis and Zephyria Plana (Fig. 1.1). 
These bedrock blocks commonly either are thickly layered or massive, similar to bedrock of the 
southern highlands south of Aeolis Dorsa. This morphology differs from typical MFF morphology 
(see Section 2.3) and indicates that bedrock in the southern depression is not MFF material. Both 
the blocks and the southern highlands proper are characterized by thick crude layering (Fig. 2.10). 
Thus, bedrock blocks in the southern depression may consist of southern highlands remnants. 
The geographic region from where sand is sourced is a partial answer to the history of a sand 
deposit. The rest of the answer lies in the primary igneous unit from which sediment was 
generated. Three of the potential sources outlined above would indicate primary geologic origins 
of sand in Aeolis Dorsa: volcanic material from Elysium Mons, the Cerberus plains, or the 
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underlying MFF. Materials from the ancient southern highlands may provide a source for sand in 
Aeolis Dorsa, but because the southern highlands materials may be sedimentary in origin (e.g., 
Tirsch et al., 2011), this region cannot provide a certain primary geologic origin of sand in Aeolis 
Dorsa.  
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3. HYPOTHESES 
This study addresses the likelihood of multiple potential regions as sources of sand in Aeolis 
Dorsa via inferring emplacement wind directions of sand in Aeolis Dorsa, determining the 
geospatial distribution of sand in the region, and identifying whether any bedrock is eroding, in 
situ, to sand-size particles. The hypotheses for this study are framed via their location with respect 
to Aeolis Dorsa. Potential external sediment sources lie to the south, north, and east of Aeolis 
Dorsa. Local sources include bedrock units underlying sand deposits within Aeolis Dorsa. 
Evidence in support of a local source would include erosion of dark bedrock adjacent to dark 
sand, and, ideally, direct pathways (i.e., talus slopes) between eroding bedrock and sand 
deposits. Support for regional sediment sources would include sand distributions consistent with 
transport from that region (outlined in Fig. 3.1), a potential pathway for sand transport from that 
region, and no indicator of a more dominant or probable local source. In addition to distinguishing 
geographic sources, these working hypotheses also, in some cases, provide distinct geologic 
origins (see Section 2.5.2).  
Working hypotheses for Aeolis Dorsa sand sources include: 
1. Elysium Mons (Fig. 3.1): The Elysium Mons edifice serves as a potential source of sand 
in Aeolis Dorsa via: 1) erosion of Elysium Mons lavas to loose sediment that was then 
transported to Aeolis Dorsa; and/or 2) explosive volcanism from Elyisum Mons and 
subsequent deposition of volcaniclastic sediment on the Elysium Mons edifice that was 
subsequently transported to the Aeolis Dorsa region. Transport southward and downslope 
to Aeolis Dorsa could be facilitated by katabatic winds. Katabatic winds on Mars are 
inferred to be very strong due to the relative contribution of radiative heat transfer along 
with very cold nighttime temperatures (Spiga, 2011). Thus, strong katabatic winds could 
serve as highly effective sediment transport mechanism for sediment from Elysium Mons 
to Aeolis Dorsa. The low-elevation AZP medial basin (Fig. 1.1) would be the probable end 
location for such sediment, as winds would funnel sediment into this basin, leaving sand 
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deposits concentrated in this area (blue shaded area in Fig. 3.1). Such transport would 
result in the formation of aeolian morphologies indicative of southward wind transport 
directions (arrows showing wind direction in Fig. 3.1), e.g., barchan dunes with south-
pointing horns. Elysium Mons materials, which are largely volcanic in origin mixed with 
some portion of atmospheric dust, would constitute a primary igneous source of Martian 
sand. For this hypothesis, the following sequence of events must have occurred: explosive 
volcanism and/or liberation of sediment on Elysium Mons, followed by transport and 
subsequent sediment deposition in Aeolis Dorsa. 
2. Cerberus Plains lavas (Fig. 3.2): The Cerberus Plains, located to the north and east of 
Aeolis Dorsa, consist of extensive lava flows (Kesthelyi et al., 2004 and references therein) 
where recent, and potentially ongoing, liberation of sediment occurs (see Section 2.5.2). 
The potential for erosion of the plains to sand-size particles via “Marsquakes” (Roberts et 
al., 2012) or impact cratering (Kesthelyi et al., 2000, 2004) offers a potential extensive 
source region for sand in Aeolis Dorsa. Sediment would be transported southwest from 
the Cerberus lavas, likely concentrating on the northeast side of Zephyria Planum, a 
topographic transport obstacle (‘barriers’ in Fig. 3.2). Aeolian features indicating 
northeasterly transport winds would provide additional support for this hypothesis (Fig. 
3.2). Sand sourced from eroded Cerberus Plains lavas would provide a primary igneous 
origin. For this hypothesis, the following sequence of events must have occurred: 
Liberation of sediment from lava plains following Cerberus Plains volcanism, followed by 
transport and comminution of sediments from the Cerberus Plains to Aeolis Dorsa, and 
final sediment deposition on the northeast side of Zephyria Planum, with likely in situ 
sediment reworking.  
3. Southern highlands (Fig. 3.3): Dark-toned material is present in multiple localities in the 
southern highlands (e.g., Fenton et al., 2003; Christensen et al., 2000), and dark sand 
occurs on the southern highlands plains (Fenton et al., 2003; Hayward et al., 2007; Tirsch 
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et al., 2011) to the south of Aeolis Dorsa. This hypothesis posits that sand from the 
southern highlands plains is transported downslope, across the highland-lowland 
boundary (HLB) to the lower-elevation Aeolis Dorsa region. The southern depression (Fig. 
1.1) sits ~500 m below the elevation of the medial basin, making it a likely sand trap, 
especially for sand traveling across the HLB. Thus, a higher concentration of sand 
deposits in the southern depression (shading in Fig. 3.3) would support the southern 
highlands as a source for sand in Aeolis Dorsa. Aeolian features indicative of northward 
emplacement wind directions (arrows in Fig. 3.3) would also support this hypothesis, 
although enhanced vorticity within the depression might result in other wind directions. For 
this hypothesis, the following sequence of events must have occurred: Generation of loose 
sediment on the southern highlands likely by impact cratering, followed by aeolian 
transport of sediment northward, and down- elevation, to Aeolis Dorsa, then final 
deposition of sediment in southern Aeolis Dorsa, either within or at similar latitudes to the 
southern depression (Fig. 1.1). 
4. In situ weathering of the MFF (Fig. 3.4): In this scenario, aeolian abrasion of friable MFF 
bedrock material in Aeolis Dorsa (Aeolis and Zephyria Plana) physically erodes the 
bedrock to loose sediment that includes sand-sized particles. This sediment is then 
transported downslope to adjacent topographic lows. The dust-sized particles are 
liberated as abrasion occurs, while sand-sized particles are subsequently moved locally 
via saltation, tending to concentrate in topographic lows. The most direct support for in 
situ production of sand in Aeolis Dorsa would be observations of bedrock eroding to dark 
sediment directly adjacent to sand deposits. Observations that would indirectly support 
this hypothesis include (1) concentrations of sand on or directly adjacent to the two plana 
(shading in Fig. 3.4), and (2) wind-direction indicators that support topographically 
controlled wind regimes rather than favoring a regional external source (arrows in Fig. 
3.4). A finding that the MFF is the source of sand in Aeolis Dorsa would provide a likely 
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primary igneous origin for Martian sand. For this hypothesis, the following sequence of 
events must have occurred: Deposition of the western MFF (mid- to late- Hesperian to 
early Amazonian), followed by later liberation of sediment, likely via aeolian abrasion of 
friable MFF units. Liberated dust-sized sediments would be deflated and removed in 
suspension, while sand-sized sediment would likely concentrate in topographic lows of 
inter-yardang troughs.   
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4. DATA AND METHODS 
4.1. Data 
All mapping and scour-mark annotation was conducted on a base map of visible-wavelength 
images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) Context Camera (CTX; Malin et al., 2007), 
with an average image resolution of ~6 meters per pixel. In addition to the ArcMap CTX base 
map, the High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE; McEwen et al., 2007) images 
provided high-resolution images for improved discernment of geologic relationships and dune 
morphologies. The resolution of 0.25 m/pixel for HiRISE images allowed analysis of individual 
feature morphologies in high dark-bedform-density regions. The CTX-mosaic global map on 
Google Earth (for which some CTX images of the study area are different images than those 
comprising the ArcMap CTX base map mosaic) was used to supplement the ArcMap CTX base 
map. In Google Earth, the CTX images was used with some caution because CTX images 
comprising the Google Earth CTX global map are mosaicked to equalize apparent brightness, 
resulting in contrast loss for some images. This contrast loss results in potential lightening, and 
subsequently missing, of dark sand. 
Mapping of sand deposits was conducted at a ~1: 100,000 scale, whereas scour mark 
annotation was conducted at 1: 24,000. This smaller scale is appropriate for annotating scour 
marks in sand deposits, because sand deposits cover a relatively small overall area of the base 
map. Sand deposits were mapped as polygons (see Section 4.2.1 for details) and, for sand 
deposits under 1 km in any length, as location features in ArcMap. Scour marks were notated as 
linear features (see Section 4.2.2 for detailed methods). 
4.2. Mapping criteria 
4.2.1. Sand deposit mapping 
The geospatial distribution of sand is dependent, in part, upon the geographic location of its 
source region and surrounding topographic obstacles or sand traps. Sand is located downwind of 
its source and upwind of obstacles high enough to block further transport via saltation. In the 
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Aeolis Dorsa region, sand deposits would be constrained by the highstanding plateaus Aeolis and 
Zephyria Plana and by the southern highlands. Sand would be expected to concentrate in 
lowstanding regions as gravity moves sediments downslope, including but not limited to small-
scale sediment traps like yardang troughs and large-scale sediment traps like the southern 
depression. Thus, the distribution of sand—a result of wind and gravity—should provide insight 
on the relative geographic location of the source region, and was mapped in this study to shed 
insight on relative geographic source region(s). 
Sand deposit polygons were mapped as one of four categories: 1) dark-toned sand found in 
bedrock troughs (Fig. 4.1a); 2) light-toned sand found in bedrock troughs (Fig. 4.1b); 3) dark-
toned sand sheets (Fig. 4.1c); 4) light-toned sand sheets (Fig. 4.1c). Table 2 lists criteria for each 
category that were used to map all sand deposits. Sand deposits in troughs were consolidated 
into a single polygon in cases where very small dark sand deposits are located very close (<500 
m) to one another. 
4.2.2. Scour mark mapping 
The goal of scour mark mapping is to identify inferred sand transport wind directions. Scour 
mark measurement was confined to scour marks located within loose sediment deposits. 
Features resembling scour marks that occur in lithified bedrock were not measured because these 
features are either representative of longer-lived wind regimes than would be necessary to form 
aeolian features in loose sediment, or they are representative of past wind regimes. The 
distinction between scours in loose sediment and in lithified sediment is made based on: 1) the 
appearance of sediment buildup in front of moats for loose sediment deposits vs. the common 
lack thereof in front of lithified moats; and 2) the smooth surface of material in front of moats for 
loose sediment vs. the commonly-rough surfaces surrounding moats in lithified material (Fig. 4.2). 
The entire study area was scanned in a gridlike pattern for all scour marks within sand deposits, 
and all scour marks in sand deposits were recorded. Scour mark orientations were annotated as 
linear features, with the ends of each line located at the ends of each moat (Fig. 4.3). Moats cast 
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shadows on sand, so the endpoints of shadows were used as linear segment endpoints, unless 
a scour mark was obviously visible beyond the extent of crescentic shadows. 
To analyze scour mark orientations (and inferred transport winds), azimuthal orientations of 
scour mark linear features were calculated. All scour mark linear features mapped in ArcMap are 
included in an attribute table with details of each linear feature, including a unique object ID and 
the shape length. The feature latitude and longitude and the azimuthal orientation of features 
were then manually added to the table. The latitude and longitude of the scour mark midpoints 
were derived via the ‘Calculate Geometry’ tool in ArcMap, and linear feature orientations were 
calculated via the ‘Field Calculator’ tool in ArcMap. See Appendix I for code used in ‘Field 
Calculator’ to determine orientation.  
Linear features denoting scour marks only indicate the orientation of the scour, which 
empirically could mark one of two possible—and opposite—wind directions. For example, a 
measured scour mark orientation of 45° could, depending on which side of an obstacle the scour 
is located, indicate either northwesterly or southeasterly winds (both normal to the measured 
orientation). The correct directions from which the winds were blowing were entered manually in 
MS Excel using azimuthal orientations and the manually-entered hemisphere of inferred transport 
winds. 
4.2.3. Potential sites of in situ sand generation: HiRISE 
External regional sources are evaluated via geospatial sand distribution and inferred transport 
wind directions, whereas local sources may be additionally supported by visual evidence of 
bedrock erosion. Visual clues include features like visual evidence of bedrock erosion via rock 
slide or slump tracks, or continuous sediment trains (Bateman et al., 2012; Chojnacki et al., 
2014c). Material eroding from bedrock must also be of equal or larger sediment size to that of the 
sediment in question (e.g., Jakosky, 1986). For Aeolis Dorsa, bedrock erosion would be implied 
by bedrock layers that are visibly breaking up to sediment that is larger in size than sand deposits. 
This eroded material would then fall downslope in visible trails, possibly into areas where sand is 
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present. In my methodology, these criteria constitute identification of bedrock as a source of sand. 
Support for various potential sand sources is evaluated according to criteria listed under the 
hypotheses (section 3) and the sand distribution and inferred paleowind directions that would 
support each hypothesis are shown in Fig. 3.1. 
In situ sand generation is typically evidenced by a site of origination in bedrock that is 
connected to subsequent sand deposits by a visible corridor (e.g., Tirsch et al., 2011; Chojnacki 
et al., 2014b, 2014c). In AD, map-projected HiRISE images covering dark sand deposits were 
uploaded to ArcMap and subsequently studied at a scale of ~1:4,000 (see Appendix II for HiRISE 
stamps used out of all stamps in study area), during which talus slopes (e.g., potential origination 
sites) and talus slopes extending to dark sand deposits (e.g., likely origination sites) were marked 
as point features in ArcMap. This map of potential sand generation sites is useful because it 
visually illuminates talus slope hotspots, which are potentially generating sand. This method, 
although useful for identifying these sand generation sites, is limited to the extent of HiRISE 
coverage over the study area and thus an incomplete map of talus slopes across Aeolis Dorsa. 
In this study, the resulting map is used only to describe bedrock that is potentially generating 
some sand in Aeolis Dorsa. 
4.3. Hierarchical clustering analyses 
The term ‘clustering analysis’ encompasses a number of approaches to grouping data based 
on similarities and/or dissimilarities. Clustering analyses include methods such as hierarchical 
clustering (wherein data points are grouped stepwise, with each ‘step’ grouping two data points 
with the most similarity), k-means clustering (in which data are grouped into k clusters according 
to similarity), or density-based clustering (in which data are grouped by data cloud, with remaining 
data points generally considered outliers). Different needs require different methods; for example, 
k-means clustering is useful for analyses requiring a specific number of clusters with no need for 
a stepwise function, whereas hierarchical clustering is useful for studies requiring successive 
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grouping of data points, or for working dynamically with datasets (where the aims of data analysis 
may change; e.g., Tran, 2016). 
In addition to these clustering methods, additional spatial analyses may be used for certain 
studies. Such analytic methods include multi-distance spatial analysis algorithms (a method that 
calculates clustering at various distance intervals, e.g., Ripley’s K function in ArcGIS), spatial 
autocorrelation techniques (which identify clusters of adjacent or overlapping features, such as 
Anselin Local Moran’s i in ArcGIS), and hot spot analyses (which identies regions with high and 
low data point values, such as the Hot Spot analysis tool in ArcGIS).  
I chose to perform a clustering analysis on sand deposits because identifying clusters provides 
objective support for certain hypotheses based on spatial location of clusters. In addition to 
parsing sand deposits into discrete clusters, hierarchical clustering is a versatile analytic method 
that can be applied to various types of data—such as shape, size, and orientation of features. 
Thus, by using hierarchical clustering to analyze spatial trends of sand deposits, researchers can 
use the same technique in future work. For this study, I performed a hierarchical analysis on sand 
deposit locations, using sand deposit polygon latitude and longitude as input for the hierarchical 
cluster algorithm (Appendix III shows example input dialog).  
This study also required an approach for identifying spatial groups of scour marks to identify 
local paleo-wind directions as they may relate to a larger paleo-wind regime within Aeolis Dorsa. 
I chose a hierarchical clustering approach for this task because hierarchical clustering algorithms 
group data into clusters stepwise, the steps of which can be seen in the accompanying 
dendrogram (a hierarchical tree that enables visual analysis of spatial relationships between 
groups of data points; example shown in Appendix IV). Additionally, separating scours into 
clusters allows for straightforward comparison of scour orientatinons within each cluster to 
predicted outcomes for each hypothesis. Hierarchical clustering is determined either by an 
agglomerative procedure, beginning with individual data points and working up to a single 
supercluster, or by a divisive approach, beginning with a single supercluster and separating data 
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into successively smaller clusters, ending with individual data points. I ran the Hierarchical Cluster 
tool using both methods, both of which created the same dendrogram. In hierarchical clustering, 
distance can be evaluated by different criteria. These criteria include, e.g., nearest neighbor, 
average between-groups linkage, and furthest neighbor methods. I chose to use between-groups 
linkage distance criteria because of its utility in comparing first-order clusters (clusters made of 
individual data points). The between-groups linkage method first measures distances against 
individual data points to create smallest-order clusters, then compares the average location of all 
points within each cluster to form an additional tier of clusters, then repeats the latter process. 
Scour marks are indicative of past wind regimes—one of the criteria in this study for evaluating 
hypotheses for sand sources (see section 3). Working hypotheses 1-3 postulate regional wind 
regimes with (according to hypotheses 1-3) northerly, easterly, or southerly winds blowing through 
AD. Working hypothesis 4 (in situ sand generation from MFF) postulates local, topographically-
controlled winds, where dominant wind directions are variable across AD and broadly follow 
topographic trends (see Section 3 and Fig. 3.1).  Clusters of scour marks within AD provide insight 
on where winds blew that were strong enough to move sands, a requirement of expected wind 
regimes associated with each working hypothesis. This study required an objective method of 
grouping scour marks, scattered throughout AD, into spatial clusters, and used hierarchical 
clustering because I could examine cluster tiers in addition to the first-order clusters. Hierarchical 
clustering is especially useful for large datasets in which groups may otherwise be difficult to 
identify. Here, I imported the latitude and longitude of scour marks (see section 4.2.2 for scour 
mark mapping) as variables for the ‘Hierarchical Cluster’ tool within the IBM program SPSS 
Statistics 25 (hereafter called SPSS).  
4.4. Scour mapping error analysis 
The Lambert albedo of pixels within CTX images is estimated to have a 10-20% error (Bell et 
al., 2013). The albedo of scour marks in CTX images is distinctly darker than that of the 
surrounding pixels (e.g., Fig. 4.3), but the albedo at each end of scour marks typically fades to a 
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lighter tone. Both the 10-20% error margin for CTX albedo and the fact that scours fade into the 
surrounding surface raise the potential for error in scour mark measurements. To evaluate human 
error considering also the preexisting uncertainty in albedo, a second partial mapping effort was 
conducted. 
Error analyses for scour mark orientations were conducted via third-party mapping based on 
the methods of this study. The third party is knowledgeable of Aeolis Dorsa and familiar with 
ArcMap mapping techniques using orbital images for feature identification, but unfamiliar with the 
methods in this work or with mapping of scour marks. The third party created linear features 
indicating scour orientation on a random set of 62 scour marks (10% of total scours mapped by 
me). The person was given two items: (1) an ArcMap file containing a layer file with point features 
marking 62 random scour marks, along with the CTX base map of the study area; and (2) a copy 
of section 4.2.2 of this work, which outlines the methodology for mapping scours and provides 
visual examples for scour delineation. This person then mapped scour mark orientations on each 
of the 62 random scour marks.  
The results of the error analyses are reported based on average inferred transport directions 
for each spatial grouping of scours and standard deviation between each mapping effort. The 
average difference between the orientations of each mapped scour and the standard deviation of 
the differences will be reported. These errors will be considered when discussing results of scour 
mark orientations and their implications for sand transport wind directions. Absolute error 
reporting—i.e., a percentage difference of orientation for each scour—is not feasible for this study, 
because the error of 10-20% for albedo measurements will vary by CTX image. CTX images are 
not calibrated relative to one another, and furthermore have a vignette effect on their sides, 
making absolute albedo uncertainty calculations unreliable. 
4.5. Geologic and stratigraphic relationships 
Sand deposits mapped in ArcMap were overlaid, also in ArcMap, on a complete but 
unpublished geologic map of the Aeolis Dorsa region (most recent version seen in Jacobsen et 
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al., 2018) to evaluate relative sand cover over geologic units of varying ages. In ArcMap, a 
tabulate intersection was conducted to find all areas where sand overlaid different units. Sand 
deposits are, by necessity, more recently emplaced than the age of the underlying units, so these 
units place maximum ages on sand deposits. 
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5. RESULTS AND ANALYSES 
5.1. Sand distribution 
 Sand within Aeolis Dorsa lies largely on the peripheries of Aeolis and Zephyria Plana, and 
within the southern depression (Fig. 5.1). Sand is tightly clustered on the periphery of Aeolis 
Planum and in the southern depression. Sand clusters less tightly on the peripheries of Zephyria 
Planum and in north Aeolis Dorsa (Fig. 5.1). Sand distribution areas of each sand deposit 
classification (described below) were calculated in MS Excel.  
Sand in the southern depression is distributed laterally, beginning just north of the highland-
lowland boundary and extending ~32 km north-south and ~160 km east-west (Fig. 5.1). Individual 
sand deposits lie in low-standing terrain, between yardangs or other bedrock outcrops. No sand 
deposits were observed on top of high-standing bedrock blocks in this area. More dark sand than 
light-toned (dust-covered) sand is observed in this area, but light-toned sand sheets occur. In the 
southern depression, dark-toned sand comprises ~85% of all mapped sand; light-toned sand 
deposits comprise the remaining ~15%. Dark sand is present mainly as deposits within bedrock 
troughs, whether between elongate yardangs or bedrock blocks; light-toned sand is present 
mainly as smooth sand sheets. 
On Aeolis Planum, dark sand is found in small isolated patches in southern Aeolis Planum 
(e.g., Fig. 5.2) and as discontinuous light-toned sand sheets on the eastern side of Aeolis Planum 
(Fig. 5.1). Sand deposits in southern Aeolis Planum are elongate generally east-west. These sand 
deposits are located adjacent to small cliffs on the south side of rough eroded cliffs within the 
MFF. Transverse dunes are visible in some of these deposits, oriented north-south. On Aeolis 
Planum, sand deposits are elongate northwest-southeast, broadly parallel with surrounding 
bedrock. Here sand extends roughly 165 km northwest-southeast and 40 km northeast-southwest 
(Fig. 5.1). Sand deposits occur between high-standing bedrock, and as sand sheets peppered 
with scour marks and associated echo dunes. The majority (94%) of sand deposits mapped in 
Aeolis Planum are light-toned; the remaining 6% are dark-toned. Light-toned sand 
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overwhelmingly occurs as sand sheets: >99% of light-toned sand in this region occurs in sheets; 
<1% of light-toned sand is limited to narrow troughs. Of dark sand in Aeolis Planum, ~66% occurs 
as narrow inter-yardang trough deposits and ~33% occurs as dark sand sheets. 
Sand deposits in south-central Zephyria Planum are tightly constrained to a northwest 
orientation, extending ~165 km northwest-southeast and ~3 km northeast-southwest (Fig. 5.1). In 
this area, relative abundance of light and dark-toned sand is roughly split 50%-50%. In south and 
central Zephyria Planum, sand deposits are also tightly constrained to yardang troughs. Some 
dark sand deposits also occur adjacent to high-standing bedrock cliffs. In northern Aeolis Dorsa, 
sand deposits occur as both dark- and light-toned deposits, with dark sand comprising ~63% of 
sand in this area and light-tones sand comprising the remaining ~27% (Fig. 5.1). Sand deposits 
run lengthwise along trough lengths. Seventy percent of all sand in northern Aeolis Dorsa lies 
within troughs. The remaining ~30% lies to the north of N-S-oriented yardangs. 
Fewer than 10 small sand deposits occur in the AZP medial basin. These deposits occur either 
in yardang troughs in crater basins or surrounding small impacts as dark ejecta. The morphology 
of yardangs in these craters is consistent with yardang morphology of those on Aeolis and 
Zephyria Planum. 
5.2 Hierarchical clustering results 
Within the Hierarchical Cluster procedure in SPSS, I set no maximum number of clusters for 
sand deposits or scour marks, instead allowing the algorithm to identify clusters without a 
maximum limit. The Hierarchical Cluster procedure produced a dendrogram of 18 clusters of sand 
deposits (Fig. 5.3) ranging in size from a single sand deposit (cluster 18, located in north center 
of AD) to 52 sand deposit polygons (cluster 8, located on Aeolis Planum). Clusters 2, 8, 10, and 
15 show denser deposits with some polygons scattered around cluster edges, but other clusters 
show more scattered deposits. These clusters were then overlaid on predicted sand distribution 
patterns for each of the four working hypotheses (Fig. 3.1; Table). One cluster, 17, overlaps with 
predicted sand distribution for Elysium Mons as an external source. Two clusters, 11 and 16, 
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overlap with predicted sand distribution for sand sourced from the Cerberus plains. Three clusters, 
1, 2, and 3, are located within the predicted distribution range for sand sourced from the southern 
highlands. Eleven clusters—4, 6, 7-9, 12-13, and 15-18—all lie within predicted sand distribution 
ranges for sand produced in situ from erosion of the MFF.  
The Hierarchical Cluster procedure identified only five clusters of scour marks in its first-order 
agglomeration procedure (colored boxes of the simplified dendrogram in Fig. 5.4; complete 
dendrogram in Appendix IV). These five clusters are located in different regions within AD, 
satisfying the goals of the clustering analysis; namely, that clustering analysis defines clusters of 
scour marks within AD (see Section 4.3) that I can use for further analyses. These five clusters 
are as follows: a 22-scour cluster in north Aeolis Dorsa; a 69-scour cluster in northeast Zephyria 
Planum; a four-scour cluster in central Zephyria Planum; a 513-scour cluster in Aeolis Planum; 
and a 13-scour cluster in the Southern Depression (Fig. 5.4).  
Each scour mark mapped in this study has a unique ID number that was automatically 
generated by ArcMap while mapping. These unique IDs were imported into SPSS as labels for 
each data point and were listed on the dendrogram created by the Hierarchical Clustering tool 
(Appendix IV). Returning to ArcMap, I used these unique ID numbers to separate scours into each 
of the five clusters. I created a new layer for each cluster of scours and gave each cluster a 
different color (see map accompanying dendrogram in Fig. 5.4). This process of re-mapping scour 
clusters in ArcMap highlighted the spatial separation of these clusters. With scour marks 
successfully clustered by location, I then performed inferred paleo-wind analyses on each of these 
clusters, the results of which are described in Section 5.3 below. 
5.3. Scour mark orientations and paleo-winds 
Scour marks in Aeolis Dorsa, numbering 621 in total, occur in five groups determined via 
hierarchical clustering: (1) in the southern depression; (2) on the eastern side of Aeolis Planum; 
(3) north of the AZP medial basin; (4) in central Zephyria Planum; and (5) on northeast Zephyria 
Planum (Fig. 5.4). To display scour mark variance and average directions, rose diagrams were 
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created for scour mark orientations within each of these five groups of scour marks in the program 
GeoRose (Fig. 5.5). In addition to the >600 scour marks, there are also a few wind streaks, which 
also indicate sand transport direction. However, because fewer than five dark streaks are present 
in Aeolis Dorsa and all five streaks occur in the southern depression, they are hereafter dismissed. 
The overwhelming majority of scour marks occur within sand deposits on the eastern side of 
Aeolis Planum (82% of all scours in Aeolis Dorsa). The average transport wind direction inferred 
by Aeolis Planum scours is northwesterly (318°), with a mode of 321° and a standard deviation 
of 30° (Fig. 5.5). In the southern depression (2% of all scours), scour mark orientations are more 
northerly, with inferred average cardinal wind direction of 325°, a median of 324° and standard 
deviation of 93° (Fig. 5.5). In central Zephyria Planum (0.6% of all scours), orientations returned 
the same average northwesterly inferred wind direction of 341° with an identical mode (341º) and 
a smaller standard deviation of 11° (Fig. 5.5). On the northeast side of Zephyria Planum (11.1% 
of all scours), scour mark orientations average a southeasterly direction of 123°, a mode of 117°, 
and a standard deviation of 75° (Fig. 5.5). In northern Aeolis Dorsa (3.5% of all scours), scour 
marks imply westerly winds with an average inferred wind direction of 246°, a mode of 246° and 
a standard deviation of 34° (Fig. 5.5).  
For every locality except northern Aeolis Dorsa, the inferred wind directions for sand transport 
broadly follow the orientations of yardang fields. In the southern depression, inferred paleo-wind 
directions are variable but broadly northwesterly. Inferred wind directions via scours in the 
southern depression broadly follow high-standing bedrock outcrop orientations, which are 
similarly variable but also oriented broadly N-S. On Aeolis Planum, scours also follow a 
northwesterly wind direction, consistent with bedrock orientation surrounding sand deposits, 
although with distinctly less variability than scours in the southern depression. In northeast 
Zephyria Planum, where scour marks suggest southeasterly transport winds, yardangs are also 
oriented SE-NW. Northern Aeolis Dorsa is the only locality where inferred wind direction via scour 
marks do not correlate with bedrock orientations. In northern Aeolis Dorsa, the average inferred 
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paleo-wind direction is toward the east-northeast, but these scour marks are located between 
yardangs oriented N-S (Fig. 5.6). Paleo-wind directions, inferred via scour marks, broadly match 
the orientation of NE-SW-oriented yardangs located just north of the scour marks (Fig. 5.6). No 
scour marks are present in any of the abundant sand deposits in south-central Zephyria Planum. 
To evaluate potential variation in scour mark orientations, data collected by the third party (see 
section 4.4) was compared with data collected by A. Boyd. A box-and-whisker plot composed of 
all scour marks in AD was created (Fig. 5.7), onto which average values from third-party mapping 
efforts were overlain. For two of the three areas in which the third party mapped scours, Northeast 
Zephyria Plaum and Aeolis Planum, third party averages fell within 25% deviation from mapping 
by A. Boyd. Third party mapping efforts in North Aeolis Dorsa returned an average outside of the 
second and third quartile values (Fig. 5.7) but still in broadly the same direction as mapping by A. 
Boyd. Because the purpose of scour mark annotation in this study is to qualitatively evaluate 
support for various potential sources, I consider this disparity to be acceptable for the purposes 
of this study. However, any future study of this area that would use scour mark orientations for 
quantitative analyses would need to revisit scours in this region. 
5.4. Bedrock erosion in Aeolis Dorsa 
Erosion of bedrock to dark sediment, observed in HiRISE images available for the region, was 
most prevalent in the southern depression and Aeolis planum (Figs. 5.8 and 5.9). Throughout the 
southern depression, thick layers of dark sediments are eroding via talus slopes. In many cases 
dark sediments abruptly end where lighter-toned slopes begin. Figure 5.8 shows erosional 
patterns that are nearly ubiquitous throughout the southern depression, including talus slopes and 
coarse boulders falling. Figure 5.9 shows a map detailing instances of potential in situ sand 
generation in HiRISE images available for Aeolis Dorsa. These localities are those that exhibit 
dark talus slopes originating from layers in bedrock and, in some cases, extending to dark sand 
deposits. Mapping efforts are limited by HiRISE cover, so additional sites of potential sand 
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generation are likely present in Aeolis Dorsa, especially near stamps shown in map in Appendix 
II.. 
In Aeolis Dorsa, the MFF in some localities shows apparent erosion of coarse aggregates of 
MFF material (Fig. 2.2a), but most of this coarse material appears to be light-toned and inferred 
to be covered with variable amounts of dust. Dark sand occurs in yardang troughs (e.g., Fig. 4.1a), 
surrounded by light-toned material in all but one locality covered by HiRISE images (Fig. 5.10). In 
this locality, one occurrence of bedrock erosion to dark sediments leads to a dark sand deposit. 
Talus slopes are visible in this locality. Mapping instances of apparent erosion in Aeolis and 
Zephyria Plana was unsuccessful due to the highly limited HiRISE coverage and the relative 
scarcity of such instances, but the few instances noted showed the same features as those seen 
in Fig. 5.10. 
5.5. Geologic context 
Out of the 377 sand deposits mapped as polygons in the Aeolis Dorsa study area, the majority 
(91%) are evenly areally distributed across Hesperian-Amazonian MFF units (as Aeolis and 
Zephyria Plana) and Noachian-Hesperian highland transitional units of the southern depression. 
Out of all sand deposits in the study area, 8% are located on basinal units (‘Aeolis Dorsa units’; 
Jacobsen et al., 2018a) and less than 1% of sand is located on southern highlands terrain (Table 
5).  
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6. DISCUSSION 
Each of the scour mark clusters defined via the SPSS Hierarchical Cluster tool records a 
dominant sand transport direction (Fig. 5.7). These sand transport directions point away from 
potential sources of sand (arrows in Figs. 3.1-3.4). Inferred transport winds may provide partial 
support for possible sources of sand, but the feasibility of sand transport from such sources is 
dependent also upon elevation changes, surface roughness, and obvious obstacles. Thus, 
potential sources (Figs. 3.1-3.4) must be evaluated with consideration for feasible sand transport 
distances and pathways. 
6.1. Limits to sediment transport distances 
Surface roughness affects the distance sand-sized sediment can be transported both directly 
and indirectly. Rough surfaces directly affect the distance sand can be transported due to sand 
being stopped by the physical barrier of high-standing obstacles (barriers indicated in Figs 3.1-
3.4; Greeley and Iversen, 1985). According to the Prandlt-von Karman equation, ‘the Law of the 
Wall’ (Lorenz and Zimbelman, 2014), surface roughness is inversely correlated with wind velocity: 
the higher the surface roughness relative to the wind velocity at a given height, the lower the wind 
velocity. Thus, wind velocity will be low across rough and uneven surfaces, and would be unlikely 
to remain consistently strong across any significant distance (Lorenz and Zimbelman, 2014, and 
references therein). Evidence of topography-limited sand transport exists where sediment 
appears trapped by topography. One excellent example of topography-limited transport is shown 
in Figure 6.1. in this figure, sand appears to have been transported across a yardang only up to 
a certain yardang height, suggesting that sand transport across the yardang was height-limited. 
6.2. Evaluation of support for working hypotheses 
6.2.1. Elysium Mons as a source of sand in Aeolis Dorsa 
Sand is distributed throughout Aeolis Dorsa, but relatively little sand is seen in northern AD. 
One single cluster, 17, lies within the predicted sand distribution for sand sourced from Elysium 
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Mons (predicted area is shaded blue in Fig. 3.1). Other sand deposits occur towards the north of 
the study area (e.g., cluster 18, Fig. 5.3), but these are located south of rough topography. These 
other clusters do not agree with predicted sand deposit locations, which thereby reduces the 
likelihood that these sand deposits were emplaced from a northern source. One other possibility 
exists in addityion to predicted north AD sand distribution: sand transported southward within the 
AZP medial basin.  
Sand deposit mapping shows that sand within the AZP medial basin is limited to small 
intracrater deposits (Fig. 5.1). In the event that wind transported sediment southward within the 
medial basin, sediment would be concentrated on, and potentially wrapping around, the northern 
side of bedrock obstacles (shaded area in Fig. 3.1). However, sand is distributed on all sides of 
bedrock blocks and yardangs throughout Aeolis Dorsa. In northern Aeolis Dorsa, sand is 
concentrated on the north side of north-south-oriented yardangs (Fig. 5.1), but sand coming from 
Elysium Mons would still have to bypass northern yardang fields with yardangs up to 100 m in 
relief.  
In the second scenario, explosive volcanism and resultant sediment settling in Aeolis Dorsa 
would produce a distribution of sand-sized sediment found both in topographic lows and highs. 
Such sediment would initially blanket the entire region before being moved. Sediment settling 
sourced from explosive Elysium Mons volcanism would still likely settle in the northern half of the 
study area. Sand deposit mapping shows comparatively little dark sand in the northern half of the 
study area. This distribution of sand does not explicitly disprove this explosive volcanism 
hypothesis, but at the same time provides little support for explosive Elysium Mons volcanism as 
a preferred source of sand in Aeolis Dorsa. 
6.2.2. Cerberus Plains lavas as a source of sand 
Predicted sand distribution for this hypothesis is along the northeast side of Aeolis Dorsa 
(predicted sand deposit locations shaded green in Fig. 3.2). Two clusters (16 and 17; Fig. 5.3) lie 
within the predicted sand distribution according to the Cerberus plains hypothesis. These sand 
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deposits (Fig. 5.1) are limited to topographic lows between NE-SE-oriented yardangs rather than 
on the northern sides of of topographic obstacles as would be expected for sands transported 
from the northeast.  
Orientations of scour marks within these sand deposits (NE Zephyria Planum cluster, Fig. 5.4) 
do not match scour orientations for predicted northeasterly winds, as would be expected for sand 
sourced from the Cerberus Plains (arrows in Fig. 3.2). The inferred average sediment transport 
wind direction of 123°, indicating southeasterly winds (Fig. 5.7), is inconsistent with sand transport 
from the Cerberus Plains lavas relative to the location of sand clusters 16 and 17 (Fig. 3.1), 
because the Cerberus Plains are located the northeast, not the southeast, of these deposits. This 
dark sand could have been transported from the Cerberus Plains by northeasterly winds, with 
more recent southeasterly winds forming the scour marks and echo dunes observed. However, 
due to the large yardang field—with yardangs tens of meters high—located to the northeast of 
these sand deposits, sand is unlikely to have reached its current location by transport directly 
southwestward from the Cerberus Plains.  
6.2.3. Southern highlands as a source of sand 
Expected observations (Fig. 3.3) that would support the hypothesis that sand is sourced from 
the southern highlands south of Aeolis Dorsa include a) sand concentrated in the southern 
depression, a topographic low (pink shading in Fig. 3.3) and b) aeolian features implying southerly 
transport winds (arrows in Fig. 3.3). Predicted and mapped sand distributions are consistent with 
one another, with sand clusters 1 through 3 matching predicted sand distribution (predictions in 
Fig. 3.2; cluster locations shown in Fig. 5.3). Dark sand is concentrated in the southern 
depression, in between topographic lows surrounding high-standing bedrock blocks (Fig. 5.1). 
Roughly 54% of all sand mapped in AD falls within one of these three clusters, suggesting that 
the southern highlands, if in fact a primary source of this sand, supply a majority of sand in Aeolis 
Dorsa. 
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However, scour orientations within these sand deposits suggest an average inferred wind 
direction of 325° (Fig. 5.7), implying northwesterly transport winds. This result is inconsistent with 
a predicted southerly transport wind direction (arrows in Fig. 3.3) that would support the southern 
highlands proper as the source for this sand. This inconsistency could be resultant of post-
depositional winds forming scours and dark streaks in the pre-existing sediment and thus does 
not eliminate the possibility of the southern highlands proper as a sand source, but it provides no 
support for the southern highlands as an external regional source of sand in Aeolis Dorsa. 
The second scenario by which southern highlands materials could serve as a source for this 
dark sand is if bedrock blocks within the southern depression, which are inferred remnant 
southern highlands materials, are a source of dark sand. Observations that would support this 
hypothesis include a) apparent erosion of block wall materials and sediment pathways leading to 
sand deposits, and b) dark sand distributed throughout topographic lows surrounding inferred 
remnant southern highlands blocks. Many inferred remnant southern highlands blocks have thick 
layers of dark-toned material that appear freshly eroded or currently eroding, commonly with talus 
slopes leading to toughs between bedrock (Fig. 5.8). In the southern depression, dark sand 
deposits are interspersed between bedrock blocks. Observations of the distribution of sand within 
the southern depression, coupled with the abundant erosion of dark bedrock layers adjacent to 
sand deposits, strongly support the hypothesis that at least some sand in Aeolis Dorsa—sand in 
the southern depression—is sourced from these dark bedrock layers. If these bedrock blocks are 
remnant southern highlands materials, as suggested in Section 2.5, these observations support 
the southern highlands as a direct source of at least some sand in Aeolis Dorsa. This result is 
consistent with previous work identifying southern highlands crater walls as a source of dark sand 
within crater basins (e.g., Tirsch et al., 2011). This result is inconsistent, however, with the inferred 
transport directions for scour marks occurring in these sand deposits, which infer broadly 
northwesterly transport. Scour mark orientations in the southern depression infer an average sand 
transport direction of ~161° (Fig. 5.7; Table 3), implying a possible sand source to the northwest 
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of these sand deposits. To the northwest of these sand deposits is southernmost Aeolis Planum 
(Fig. 1.1), an area with a high surface roughness. Sakimoto et al. (1999) measured surface 
roughness across the MFF, including across Aeolis Dorsa. Surface roughness was measured in 
traverses longitudinally throughout the global extent of the MFF; one traverse runs through the 
middle of the southern depression (Pass 29 from Sakimoto et al., 1999). This traverse shows 
significant variability in surface height and high surface roughness, which would limit near-surface 
sediment transport across this area (e.g., Sakimoto et al., 1999). Thus, wind directions inferred 
by scours in the southern depression are unlikely to result from southwestward sediment 
transport. This high surface roughness does not support the hypothesis that sand in the southern 
depression has undergone gross sediment transport—rather, wind directions inferred from sand 
dune morphology are more likely the result of topographic controls. 
6.2.4. The Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) as an in situ source of sand in Aeolis Dorsa 
The hypothesis that sand in AD is sourced in situ from erosion of the MFF would be supported 
indirectly by sand deposits overlying the MFF and by nonexistent or locally-controlled wind 
directions (Fig. 3.4; shading shows expected sand deposit locations and arrows show wind 
directions). Eleven sand clusters overlie the MFF (Fig. 5.3) in agreement with predicted 
distribution (Fig. 3.4). Because the predicted sand distribution for this hypothesis is extensive, 
sand deposits and scours on Aeolis Planum, northern Aeolis Dorsa, northeast Zephyria Planum, 
and central Zephyria Planum will be discussed sequentially.  
 Bedrock orientation in Aeolis Planum generally aligns with average northwesterly sand 
transport directions, inferred by co-located scour marks, of 318° (Fig. 5.7; Table 3), indicating that 
if this sediment were sourced externally, its source would likely be located northwest of this region. 
Northwest of these sand deposits, however, the surface roughness and high relief of yardangs on 
Aeolis Planum would likely limit sediment from being transported across Aeolis Planum. The 
inference that sand is unlikely to be transported across Aeolis Planum leaves Aeolis Planum itself 
as the only potential source northwest of these sand deposits. Whether sand deposits on eastern 
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Aeolis Planum are sourced from either in situ bedrock erosion or sourced from elsewhere on 
Aeolis Planum, the sediment source in either case is erosion of the MFF itself. Thus, the sand 
distribution, inferred transport wind direction, and topography surrounding sand deposits on the 
east side of Aeolis Planum strongly support the hypothesis that sand in Aeolis Dorsa is sourced 
from erosion of the underlying MFF.  
Inferred transport winds in northeast Zephyria Planum are southeasterly at 123°, inconsistent 
with any external sand source but parallel with yardang orientations surrounding scour marks 
(shown by arrows in Fig. 3.4). These observations strongly support a topographic control as the 
primary reason for scour orientation. The likelihood of topographic controls on winds and the 
discrete, elongate nature of sand deposits provide indirect, but strong, support for in situ erosion 
of the underlying MFF as the source for this sand.  
In northern Aeolis Dorsa, inferred westerly sand transport wind directions of 246° imply a 
potential source of sand to the west of this area. The fact that sand deposits are located between 
yardangs of one orientation, but whose inferred transport winds indicate a different dominant 
direction (see sections 5.1 and 5.2), supports the interpretation that wind is shaping sand deposits 
around obstacles, but may not be driving extensive mass sand transport. If this sand were 
transported any distance by southwesterly winds as inferred by scour marks, then sand deposits 
would be elongated in a SW-NE orientation. Instead, sand deposits are found in between 
yardangs oriented north-south and run parallel with the N-S-oriented yardangs between which 
sand outcrops (Fig. 6.2). The agreement of the yardangs oriented SW-NE and the scour mark 
orientations suggests that this yardang field is younger than yardangs oriented N-S. 
The observations of sand deposits located within MFF yardangs, the topographic controls on 
transport winds, and the mismatch between inferred transport wind direction and sand distribution 
in northern Aeolis Dorsa all strongly support the hypothesis that sand in Aeolis Dorsa is largely 
sourced in situ from eroded MFF materials. All of the above evidence is indirect evidence in 
support of the underlying MFF as the source of sand in Aeolis Dorsa. Direct evidence supporting 
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this sand source also exists in the form of bedrock apparently eroding to dark sediments. This 
apparent dark sediment production occurs on at least two locations in Aeolis Dorsa: first, in Aeolis 
Planum. and second, in south-central Zephyria Planum. These two localities show possible 
erosion of a dark layer in the MFF (Fig. 5.10), evidenced in particular by talus slopes. The 
interpretation that here the MFF is actively eroding is supported by talus slopes on the deposit—
evidence for downslope sediment transport. Although the vast majority of the MFF in Aeolis Dorsa 
is light-toned, this occurrence presents evidence that the light tone is indeed due to dust cover as 
has been hypothesized previously (e.g., Edgett et al., 1997)—only this layer is dark, although the 
layer appears to continue beyond the extent of the blue sediment (Fig. 5.10). Indeed, light-toned 
terrestrial ignimbrites have also been shown to be sources of dark sand (Fig. 6.3; de Silva et al., 
2010).  
6.3 Relative timing of sand generation and emplacement 
Central to the question of sources of sand is the time at which sand was generated, transported 
and/or emplaced. Information available to investigate this topic include ages of surrounding 
geologic units and the relationship of sand deposits to those units. Sand must be, at oldest, the 
same age as adjacent bedrock (if eroding in situ) or younger than the underlying bedrock (if 
transported from elsewhere). Sand must also be emplaced more recently than the formation of 
the geographic features on or in which sand is located. Such geographic features include craters, 
sedimentary basins, mesas, and yardangs. 
6.3.1 Sand and geologic unit relationships 
Sand is distributed equally across the MFF of Aeolis and Zephyria Plana (~45% of all sand in 
Aeolis Dorsa; Table 5) and over transition units of the southern depression (also at ~45%). Sand 
covers Aeolis Dorsa basin units to a limited extent (~9%) and has very limited extent (<1%) over 
the southern highlands units. Sand in each of these locations was, by necessity, emplaced 
sometime after rock formation and after landscape modification. This temporal constraint places 
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maximum age of sand emplacement based solely on geologic context at the Noachian/ Hesperian 
transition (for sand in the southern depression), the mid-Hesperian (for sand on Aeolis and 
Zephyria Plana), and the late Hesperian (for sand located on the floor of the AZP medial basin). 
For sand apparently being generated from the southern highlands materials in the southern 
depression (e.g., Fig. 5.8), I can infer that sand here formed sometime during or after the 
Noachian/Hesperian transition and subsequently underwent minimal transport. Although similar 
constraints cannot be placed on sand in Aeolis and Zephyria Plana, other constraints may be 
made based on yardang orientations and elevations. 
6.3.2 Sand and yardang field relationships 
Sand on Aeolis and Zephyria Plana is located mainly in pockets or troughs between yardangs 
oriented E-W rather than yardangs oriented N-S. This relationship may be due to: 1) sand 
emplaced at lower elevations that correspond with E-W yardangs; 2) sand transported to inter-
yardang troughs during a wind regime that predates the more recent N-S wind regime; or 3) sand 
generation from layers of the MFF associated with E-W yardang fields. Regardless of which of 
these three options is/are correct, the association of dark sand with E-W yardang fields may 
indicate a temporal association with the timing of formation of E-W yardangs. 
6.3.3 Present-day and recent state of sand movement  
Surface textures of dark sand in Aeolis Dorsa include one or more generations of mesoscale 
ripples and/or scarce dust devil tracks. No HiRISE image pairs in this region reveal any change 
in bedform or in extent of dust cover, suggesting that—at least since the beginning of the HiRISE 
mission—sand deposits in Aeolis Dorsa are static. Dark sand in Aeolis Dorsa is free of impact 
craters, suggesting that dark sand, though static, is unconsolidated. Sand deposits are variably 
dust-covered (e.g., Fig. 4.1), offering insight into relative wind speeds in the region. Here, winds 
are apparently sufficiently forceful to deflate dust from dark sand deposits, but not sufficiently high 
to move sand. Wind tunnel experiments predict that sand grains are more easily entrained by the 
wind than dust particles (e.g., Iversen et al., 1976; Greeley et al., 1980; Iversen and White, 1982; 
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Leach and Greeley, 1989), raising a longstanding conundrum of dune fields that appear static, 
but dust free, like those observed in Aeolis Dorsa. Global Circulation Model (GCM) experiments 
by Kahre et al. (2006) provided an explanation for this conundrum: that dust on the Martian 
surface occurs as coarse aggregates, for which minimum entrainment speeds are predicted to be 
roughly half those of sand grains. Wind tunnel experiments showing that dust aggregates are 
readily entrained (e.g., Merrison et al., 2007) and observations of wind lifting of dust via the Spirit 
lander (e.g., Sullivan et al., 2008) both support this hypothesis. I thus suggest that here, dust 
cover over these bedforms is likely in the form of roughly sand-sized dust aggregates rather than 
unconsolidated or weakly bonded dust particles.  
6.3.4 Summary of timing constraints 
Contextual relationships of dark sand with bedrock units and local topography suggest the 
likelihood that most sand in Aeolis Dorsa was generated in the Hesperian or Amazonian—
possibly billions of years ago. The oldest sand in Aeolis Dorsa is probably sand located in the 
southern depression, which could porentially be as old as late Noachian but is also likely 
Hesperian in age (e.g., Jacobsen et al., 2018a, 2018b; map in preparation).  
If the MFF is generating sand, then dark sand on Aeolis and Zephyria Plana may be Hesperian 
in age. The confinement of sand to E-W yardang fields suggests that sand emplacement in these 
localities predates the more recent N-S wind regime. Sand deposits appear static, suggesting that 
in the last decade (since HiRISE images were taken of sand in the study area) no appreciable 
sand movement has occurred.  
6.4 Cosmopolitan sand sources: limitations of this study 
Geospatial sand distribution, scour marks, and instances of apparent bedrock erosion upslope 
of dark sand deposits provide the most support for two sand sources: the Medusae Fossae 
Formation itself and the southern depression. Although these two potential sources are supported 
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by the results of this study, the possibility of myriad sources of sand in Aeolis Dorsa cannot be 
ruled out. 
Many terrestrial sand deposits are sourced from multiple rock units from different localities. 
Such sands include basaltic sands in Iceland (e.g., Baratoux et al., 2011), quartzofeldspathic 
sands of the Mojave Desert (e.g., Zimbelman and Williams, 2002), and the Moses Lake dune field 
in central Washington (e.g., Bandfield et al., 2002). In each of these cases, mineralogical and 
geochemical variations in sand deposits are linked to multiple sand sources. The commonality of 
multiple sources of terrestrial sand deposits—especially Mars-analog sites like the basaltic sands 
of Iceland—suggest that sand deposits on Mars may likewise sometimes have more than once 
source. On Mars, sand transport pathways are commonly obscured (e.g., McGlynn et al., 2011, 
2012), making provenance identification difficult, especially when mineralogical data are 
unavailable. On Mars, sand deposits with single sources or provenances are limited to local 
sources (e.g., Tirsch et al., 2011; Chojnacki et al., 2014c); in other localities, multiple sources 
have been inferred (e.g., McGlynn et al., 2011, 2012; Lapotre et al., 2017) via ground-truthing and 
spectral comparisons. Although this study only identifies two sources of sand in Aeolis Dorsa—
the southern highlands and the MFF—the possibility of additional sand sources cannot be 
dismissed. Mineralogical analyses, especially via CRISM data, will aid in identification of possible 
additional sources and is scheduled as the next step in this study. 
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7. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
This study addresses one of the most fascinating questions regarding Martian surficial 
processes today: the conundrum of globally distributed sand with, in many cases, no obvious local 
sources. In the case of Aeolis Dorsa, erosion of bedrock adjacent to and underlying dark sand 
deposits is likely sourcing all dark sand in Aeolis Dorsa. The surface roughness and high-standing 
topographic obstacles are limiting factors for sediment transport, evidenced by topographic 
controls on sand deposits. Dark sand is located in between bedrock outcrops. In the southern 
depression, dark sand commonly co-occurs with erosion of thick, dark bedrock layers that record 
downslope sediment transport in the form of talus slopes. Elsewhere in Aeolis Dorsa, indirect 
evidence (sand distribution, apparent minimal sand transport, and inferred wind directions 
controlled by topography) provide support for the underlying MFF as the primary sand source. 
Direct evidence that the MFF is a source of sand in one locality within Aeolis Dorsa lies on 
Zephyria Planum, where apparent erosion of layers in the MFF is producing dark sand that 
coalesces into a sand deposit. This study thus identifies at least two sources of sand in Aeolis 
Dorsa: in situ sand generation via erosion of southern depression bedrock and of the MFF. 
Bedrock in the southern depression is morphologically similar to the southern highlands, whose 
nature is varied and unresolved (e.g., Greeley and Guest, 1987). The MFF, the other known 
source of sand in Aeolis Dorsa, is hypothesized to be an ignimbrite deposit (Mandt et al., 2008, 
2009; Ohja and Karunatillake, 2017; Ohja et al., 2017). If the hypothesis that the MFF is 
volcaniclastic in origin is confirmed, then this study represents identification of possibly the first 
known mechanism by which sand-sized sediment is generated from igneous materials on the 
Martian surface. Future work should entail volume calculations of sand occurring on the MFF 
relative to observed potential generation sites. Additionally, hierarchical clustering can be applied 
to variables within the sand deposit attribute table (i.e., shape or size), from which additional 
inferences may be made.  
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One of the questions asked by planetary geomorphologists for decades is the question of how 
sand persists and is globally distributed (Hayward et al., 2007, 2014) on Mars despite no obvious 
local sources for many deposits and the speed at which sand would be comminuted to smaller 
particles during transport (e.g., Melosh, 2011). The likelihood of MFF as one of the two primary 
sand sources in Aeolis Dorsa supports the possibility that friable layered deposits on Mars can 
supply dark sand. Friable layered deposits are widespread on Mars (e.g., Kerber et al., 2012) and 
are thus a large potential provenance for sand. Currently, one exciting implication is the possibility 
that the source of sand in Gale Crater may also be the Medusae Fossae Formation. A 
hypothesized outcrop of MFF materials is present in Gale Crater (Zimbelman and Scheidt, 2012), 
and occurs adjacent to dark dunes (e.g., Silvestro et al., 2013). This study provides direct 
evidence that the MFF can produce dark sand (Fig. 5.9), thus raising the possibility that the source 
of dark sand dunes in Gale Crater may be local and may in fact be igneous.   
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Table 1: Important aeolian features  
Terrestrial and Martian examples of aeolian morphologies pertinent to Aeolis Dorsa, Mars. White arrows 
indicate inferred winds. (a) Transverse dunes in the Caraveli Province, Peru. Image credit Amelia Carolina 
Sparavigna (URL: http://philica.com/display_article.php?article_id=447). (b) Transverse dunes on Zephyria 
Planum, Mars. HiRISE image ESP_026897_1755. Image credit NASA/JPL/Univ. of Arizona. (c) Climbing 
dune in the Mojave Desert, CA, USA. Image: Google Earth. (d) CTX image 
P12_005570_1650_XN_155057W showing falling dunes in Coprates Chasma, Mars. (e) Echo dunes near 
Tuba City, Arizona, USA. Image courtesy Google Earth. (f) HiRISE image ESP_017173_1715 showing an 
echo dune in Ganges Chasma, Mars. Image credit NASA/JPL/Univ. of Arizona. (g) Cars driving over a sand 
sheet in the Sahara Desert, Mauritania. Image credit Chris Scott (URL: https://sahara-
overland.com/author/chrisamh6/). (h) Dunes grading into sand sheet in Ganges Chasma, Mars. MOC 
image S0501628. Image credit NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems. (i) Scours in Qaidam Desert, 
China. Image: GoogleEarth_2010_DigitalGlobe _2004—03-01_1010010002C015. From Bishop (2011). (j) 
HiRISE image ESP_025262_1745 showing scour marks on eastern Aeolis Planum, Mars. Image credit 
NASA/JPL/Univ. of Arizona.
Table 2: Textual description of sand deposit characteristics 
Table with descriptions of each category of sand deposits mapped in this study. Examples shown in Figure 4.1.  
 
 
 
Unit name General description (1:100k scale) Additional details (1:24k scale)
Dark-toned 
sand in 
yardang 
troughs
Low-albedo, discontinuous deposits of dark
material. Deposit surfaces appear smooth at
larger scales (~1:100,000 and above). Deposits
are concentrated in narrow bedrock troughs a) on
Aeolis Planum, b) on and immediately adjacent to
Zephyria Planum, and c) in the southern
depression. Deposits lie suprajacent to underlying
bedrock.  
At smaller scales (~1:24,000 and below), small-scale ripples [5-20 m long
with ~3-5 m spacing] or transverse dunes occur on some deposit surfaces.
Ripples occur throughout the AD region; dunes appear to be confined to two
locations on Zephyria Planum. Ripples and dune forms are oriented normal
to long axes of bedrock ridges and troughs. Dark, lower-relief tails extending
out from bedrock outcrops are present in the southern depression and on
Aeolis Planum. Tails, when present, are parallel- to- subparallel with long
axes of bedrock ridges and troughs. On Zephyria Planum, 10- to- 100-m long
transverse dunes occur in two locations. Deposits co-occur with locally
enhanced thermal signatures in nighttime IR.  
Dark-toned 
sand sheet
Low-albedo, discontinuous, smooth surficial
deposits occurring over flat surfaces, mainly on
Aeolis and Zephyria Plana, and within the southern
depression [other term/description?]. Smooth
surfaces, +/- forming scour marks around bedrock
obstacles. 
Extremely smooth surfaces, sometimes with ~1-10-m-scale scour marks
around bedrock obstacles. Deposits co-occur with locally enhanced thermal
signatures in nighttime IR.   
Light-toned 
sand in 
yardang 
troughs
Relatively high-albedo deposits concentrated in
bedrock troughs. Characterized by smooth
surfaces, +/- rounded tops. When deposited
around a bedrock obstacle, forms moat separating
depositional material from bedrock.
Occurring within yardangs and other inter-bedrock troughs, this unit is
characterized by smooth surfaces that are sometimes mound-shaped.
These deposits sometimes grade into dark-colored mantling material. 
Light-toned 
sand sheet
Relatively high-albedo deposits found on Aeolis
and Zephyria plana. Smooth deposit surfaces, with
or without 10-40-meter-long wind ripples (with
widths of ~2 m or less). Identified by smooth
surfaces with the presence of scoured moats
around obstacles. 
Extremely smooth, high-albedo surfaces. Identified by the presence of scour
marks and moats around bedrock obstacles [which provide evidence of a
substantive surficial deposit superjacent to bedrock].  
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Table 3: Scour mark distributions and orientation overview 
 
Table showing measurements of scour mark orientations and inferred directions from which wind was blowing. Top set of 
measurements from all 621 mapped scour marks in Aeolis Dorsa. Bottom set of measurements (mapped by R. Jacobsen) from 62 
randomized scour marks.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Northeast Zephyria 
Planum
Northern Aeolis 
Dorsa
Southern 
Depression
Central Zephyria 
Planum
 Aeolis 
Planum
Average inferred winds (°): 123° 246° 325° 341° 318°
Standard deviation: 75° 34° 93° 11° 30°
First quartile (25%): 93° 235° 286° 334° 302°
Median orientation: 117° 246° 324° 341° 321°
Third quartile (75%): 140° 296° 343° 342° 336°
Northeast Zephyria 
Planum
Northern Aeolis 
Dorsa
Southern 
Depression
Central Zephyria 
Planum
Aeolis 
Planum
Average inferred winds (°): 122° 287° N/A N/A 329°
Standard deviation: 28° 77° N/A N/A 43°
First quartile (25%): 109° N/A N/A N/A 306°
Median orientation: 120° N/A N/A N/A 342°
Third quartile (75%): 134° N/A N/A N/A 353°
A. Boyd [full] measurements:
R. Jacobsen [error] measurements:
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Table 4: Relationships between clusters of sand and scours with working hypotheses 
 
Table showing agreement of clusters of sand and scour marks with predicted outcomes for all working hypotheses. Also shown are 
sand cluster areas and numbers of scour marks in clusters.  
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Table 5: Sand distribution over geologic units 
 
Table showing dark- and light-toned sand distribution over geologic units of Aeolis Dorsa. Units derived from upcoming map of Aeolis 
Dorsa (MDAP, PI: Burr, D. M.). Note: only units with overlying sand are listed. For complete list of units in Aeolis Dorsa, see Jacobsen 
et al. (2018a, 2018b).
Geologic unit*
Dark sand 
(m2)
Light-toned 
sand (m2)
Total sand 
(m2)
Sand in each 
geologic unit
Percent of all 
sand in AD
Aeolis Dorsa group
                    Had1 10,968.0 534.3 11,502.3 3.8% 0.3%
                   Had2 334.3 0.0 334.3 0.1% 0.0%
                   Hadu 76,666.8 218,214.8 294,881.6 96.1% 8.4%
Combined….. 87,969.1 218,749.1 306,718.2 1.0 0.1
Medusae Fossae Fm.
                   Hp1 133,020.7 231,320.5 364,341.2 23.0% 10.4%
                   Ap2 541,082.6 3,450.6 544,533.3 34.4% 15.6%
                   AHpu 115,560.3 559,077.7 674,638.0 42.6% 19.3%
Combined….. 789,663.7 793,848.9 1,583,512.5 45.4%
Transition units
                   td 1,251,633.5 226,904.0 1,478,537.5 93.2% 42.4%
                   tt 14,097.3 0.0 14,097.3 0.9% 0.4%
                   tu 63,868.9 29,887.0 93,755.9 5.9% 2.7%
Combined….. 1,329,599.7 256,791.0 1,586,390.8 45.4%
Southern highlands
                   HNhm 4,525.5 6,843.4 11,369.0 81.0% 0.3%
                   Ahu 2,671.4 0.0 2,671.4 19.0% 0.1%
Combined….. 7,196.9 6,843.4 14,040.3 0.4%
Totals….. 3,628,756.4 3,490,661.8
* unit distinctions and descriptions via Jacobsen et al., 2018
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Figure 1.1. Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) digital elevation map (DEM) overlain on Mars 
Context Camera (CTX) image mosaic base map of the study area. Aeolis and Zephyria Plana, 
representing the majority of the MFF bedrock exposure in the region, are outlined in dashed 
white lines. Global context of the study area is shown in the black box in inset MOLA global 
DEM. Sources: MOLA team/ CTX team/ USGS. 
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Figure 2.1. Global extent of the Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF), outlined in white. From 
Kerber et al. (2012).  
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Figure 2.2. Yardangs of the Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF). A) Yardangs within the MFF on 
Zephyria Planum, punctuated by dark sand, in this study area. B) Yardangs in MFF near 
Apollinaris Patera, Mars (HiRISE image ESP_016611_1680). Both images courtesy 
NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 
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Figure 2.3.  Yardang field orientations within the Medusae Fossae Formation in northern Aeolis 
Dorsa. White arrows represent orientation of yardangs in different fields: unidirectional arrows 
represent wind directions that formed yardang fields; bidirectional arrows indicative of 
uncertainty in direction of winds that shaped yardangs. Image courtesy Google Earth/NASA.  
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Figure 2.4. Figure from Hayward et al. (2007) showing various dune forms found on Mars. All 
dune forms notated.  
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Figure 2.5. Types of dark sand deposits in Aeolis Dorsa. (a) HiRISE image ESP_044000_1750 
showing dark sand deposits in inter-yardang troughs. Image credit: NASA/JPL/Univ. of Arizona. 
(b) Google Earth CTX mosaic showing sand sheet in southern Aeolis Dorsa. 
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Figure 2.6. Diagram showing wind movement forming non-depositional scour marks (i.e., 
scours with no echo dune upwind of moat). From Shaw et al., 2008.  
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Figure 2.7. Echo dune preceding scour mark moat near Ganges Chasma, Valles Marineris, 
Mars. From Chojnacki (2014a). Image credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona 
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Figure 2.8. MOLA elevation overlaid on HiRISE image PSP_001448_1735, which shows two 
yardang fields within the Medusae Fossae Formation on Aeolis Planum. Yardangs trending NW-
SE are superposed on smaller, poorly-developed yardangs trending E-W. Arrows demarcate 
example yardangs. 
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Figure 2.9. Geographic regions surrounding Aeolis Dorsa (AD outlined in pink). These regions 
constitute potential external sources of sand in Aeolis Dorsa. Numbers correspond to numbered 
hypotheses in section 3. MFF global extent outlined in white. Modified from Kerber et al. (2012).  
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Figure 2.10. Images showing similarities between southern highlands materials and bedrock 
blocks in Aeolis Dorsa inferred to be remnant southern highlands material. a) Regional context 
showing probable remnant southern highlands blocks (stars) and southern highlands to the 
south. b) Southern highlands bedrock. Note coarse layering and abundant bright talus slopes. c) 
Bedrock in the southern depression of the Aeolis Dorsa region inferred to consist of remnant 
southern highlands material. Similarly coarse layering and abundant bright talus slopes are 
visible in both images. Image credits: NASA/JPL/Univ. of Arizona. 
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Figure 2.10, continued  
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Figure 3.1. Expected sand distribution (color overlays) and inferred transport wind directions, 
(arrows) for sand sourced from Elysium Mons, located to the north of Aeolis Dorsa (see inset). 
‘Barrier’ denotes highstanding obstacle likely to prevent sand transport. 
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Figure 3.2. Expected sand distribution (color overlays) and inferred transport wind directions, 
(arrows) for sand sourced from the Cerberus Plains, located to the northeast of Aeolis Dorsa 
(see inset). ‘Barrier’ denotes highstanding obstacle likely to prevent sand transport. 
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Figure 3.3. Expected sand distribution (color overlays) and inferred transport wind directions, 
(arrows) for sand sourced from the Southern Highlands, located to the south of Aeolis Dorsa 
(see inset). ‘Barrier’ denotes highstanding obstacle likely to prevent sand transport. 
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Figure 3.4. Expected sand distribution (color overlays) and inferred transport wind directions, 
(arrows) for sand sourced from in situ erosion of the Medusae Fossae Formation, comprising 
the two plana (Aeolis and Zephyria Plana) within Aeolis Dorsa (see inset). 
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Figure 4.1. Sand deposits mapped in Aeolis Dorsa. a) Dark sand located within bedrock 
troughs. b) Light-toned sand deposit in bedrock trough. Note lenticular thickness of deposit. c) 
Sand sheets, both light-toned and dark-toned, in Aeolis Planum. Note smooth surface and 
abundant scour marks. All images: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.  
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Figure 4.2. Scour in dark sand vs. scours in lithified sediments. Only scours in loose sediment 
(dark sediment, in this case) were mapped. Image credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 
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Figure 4.3. Example of denotations for scour marks mapped in ArcMap. Light blue lines indicate 
around-obstacle extent of each scour. Single letters mark wind directions (i.e., “e” = east-
directed winds). This hemisphere is recorded in the ArcMap scour mark attribute table and 
subsequently used to calculate absolute inferred wind direction in MS Excel (see Section 4.2.2 
and Appendix V).  
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Figure 4.4. Flowchart describing steps taken to analyze spatial distribution of scour marks. 
Programs used for each step listed in different colors. 
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Figure 5.1. Sand deposits in Aeolis Dorsa, mapped according to four categories outlined in 
section 4.1: 1) dark-toned sand found in bedrock troughs, red (Fig. 4.1a); 2) light-toned sand 
found in bedrock troughs, med-tan in Zephyria Planum (Fig. 4.1b); 3) dark-toned sand sheets, 
light blue; esp. in southern depression (Fig. 4.1c); 4) light-toned sand sheets, med-tan (Fig. 4.1c).  
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Figure 5.2. Dark sand deposits overlying the Medusae Fossae Formation in southern Aeolis 
Planum. HiRISE image ESP_035310_1740. Image courtesy of HiRISE/NASA/Univ. of Arizona. 
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Figure 5.3. Map and dendrogram showing clusters of sand deposits within Aeolis Dorsa. Scours 
clustered by latitude and longitude. 
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Figure 5.4. Simplified hierarchical clustering dendrogram showing five different clusters of scour 
marks in AD (extent shown on map). See full dendrogram, including individual scours, in 
Appendix IV. All 621 scours mapped used in clustering. 
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Figure 5.5 . Inferred wind directions for scours in each group determined by SPSS Statistics 
hierarchical clustering (see Fig. 5.4), presented as rose diagrams generated in GeoRose. See 
Table 5.2 for details on scour orientation statistics. 
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Figure 5.6. North Aeolis Dorsa scour marks and yardang fields. Scours occur within dark sand 
deposits between N-S yardang field, but inferred transport winds are parallel with NE-SW 
yardang field to the north of scours. Image: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 
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Figure 5.7. Box-and-whisker plot showing average inferred transport winds for all 621 scours 
within five clusters of scours (see Fig. 5.4). Measurements represent direction from which winds 
blew. Box-and-whisker plots represent all 621 scours that occur within sand deposits in Aeolis 
Dorsa. Circles represent third party error mapping of 62 scour marks (10% of all scours in AD).    
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Figure 5.8. Examples of abundant erosion of dark sediments in bedrock within the southern 
depression. Credit for all three high-resolution images: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.  
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Figure 5.9. Map showing instances of possible and likely in situ sand generation in Aeolis 
Dorsa, concentrated on Aeolis planum, the southern depression, and to a limited extent 
Zephyria planum. ‘Possible’ sites are those that contain dark talus slopes emanating from 
bedrock layers, but do not continue to a dark sand deposit. ‘Likely’ sites are those that exhibit 
dark talus slopes extending downslope to dark sand deposits. 
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Figure 5.10. Bedrock erosion of yardangs in the MFF. Talus slopes, highlighted in inset, record 
apparent erosion and downslope transport of MFF sediments. Image: NASA/JPL/University of 
Arizona.  
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Figure 6.1. Sand transport apparently limited by yardang height in north Aeolis Dorsa. Note 
chutes on crest of yardang, which are evidence of wind abrasion and sediment pathways across 
yardang. The location toward the bottom of the image shows no such transport path across the 
yardang, indicating that yardang relief here prevented sediment from crossing yardang crest. 
Image: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 
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Figure 6.2. Sand deposits in northern Aeolis Dorsa, located on north end of N-S yardang field. 
Note NE-SW yardang field north of the N-S yardang field. 
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Figure 6.3. Dark ripples sourced from the Campo Piedra Pomez ignimbrite in Argentina. Photo 
from de Silva et al. (2010).  
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Appendix I: Code used to determine linear feature orientation 
1) In ArcMap 10.5: within Linear feature attribute table, click “Add Field” and create a 
double- or float- type field. 
2) Type field labeled ‘orientation’. 
3) Right-click on field header, and click “Field Calculator” 
4) Within Field Calculator, click ‘Show Codeblock’ 
5) Enter following text into the two text box prompts: 
 
Pre-Logic Script Code: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
orientation = 
 
 
 
  
180 + math.atan2((!Shape.lastpoint.X! - 
!Shape.firstpoint.X!),(!Shape.lastpoint.Y! - 
!Shape.firstpoint.Y!)) * (180 / math.pi) 
 
defNorthAzimuth(Pline): 
  degBearing = 
math.degrees(math.atan2((Pline.lastPoint.X - 
Pline.firstPoint.X),(Pline.lastPoint.Y - 
Pline.firstPoint.Y)))  
  if (degBearing <0): 
      degBearing += 360.0 
  return degBearing 
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Appendix II: HiRISE stamps in study area 
List shows all HiRISE stamps located within study area. All stamps were loaded in HiView 
(all via HiRISE team) and examined for evidence of dark sand generation. Only those that 
showed such generation are shown in the accompanying map directly below this paragraph 
(map longitude is in degrees E). These stamps can all be searched on the HiRISE website 
(https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/).  
 
Map of stamps showing apparent dark sediment generation (numbers correspond with 
numbered stamps in list below): 
 
List of all HiRISE stamps in study area as of June 2018: 
Number HiRISE stamp  
1 ESP_014291_1770_ 
2 ESP_015913_1740_ 
3 ESP_016058_1740_ 
4 ESP_016190_1785_ 
5 ESP_016269_1750_ 
6 ESP_016348_1750_ 
7 ESP_016414_1775_ 
8 ESP_016480_1750_ 
9 ESP_016546_1735_ 
10 ESP_016981_1745_ 
11 ESP_017047_1770_ 
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12 ESP_017126_1755_ 
13 ESP_017324_1795_ 
14 ESP_017337_1770_ 
15 ESP_017548_1740_ 
16 ESP_017680_1775_ 
17 ESP_017693_1795_ 
18 ESP_017759_1770_ 
19 ESP_017825_1760_ 
20 ESP_018102_1775_ 
21 ESP_018115_1755_ 
22 ESP_018181_1730_ 
23 ESP_018392_1740_ 
24 ESP_018458_1760_ 
25 ESP_018603_1755_ 
26 ESP_018814_1740_ 
27 ESP_018893_1730_ 
28 ESP_018959_1730_ 
29 ESP_018972_1755_ 
30 ESP_019025_1730_ 
31 ESP_019038_1740_ 
32 ESP_019104_1740_ 
33 ESP_019249_1745_ 
34 ESP_019328_1750_ 
35 ESP_019394_1745_ 
36 ESP_019592_1755_ 
37 ESP_019605_1755_ 
38 ESP_019803_1765_ 
39 ESP_019882_1740_ 
40 ESP_019961_1750_ 
41 ESP_020304_1730_ 
42 ESP_020383_1740_ 
43 ESP_020515_1775_ 
44 ESP_020528_1750_ 
45 ESP_020594_1735_ 
46 ESP_020673_1750_ 
47 ESP_020739_1735_ 
48 ESP_020805_1740_ 
49 ESP_021728_1740_ 
50 ESP_022071_1725_ 
51 ESP_022084_1740_ 
52 ESP_022229_1745_ 
53 ESP_022361_1740_ 
54 ESP_022572_1725_ 
55 ESP_022862_1740_ 
56 ESP_023429_1735_ 
57 ESP_023706_1725_ 
58 ESP_023785_1745_ 
59 ESP_024062_1725_ 
60 ESP_024484_1750_ 
61 ESP_024497_1745_ 
62 ESP_024695_1745_ 
63 ESP_024985_1750_ 
64 ESP_025117_1725_ 
65 ESP_025196_1800_ 
66 ESP_025262_1745_ 
67 ESP_025407_1745_ 
68 ESP_025618_1750_ 
69 ESP_025829_1745_ 
70 ESP_026106_1780_ 
71 ESP_026119_1735_ 
72 ESP_026462_1740_ 
73 ESP_026818_1740_ 
74 ESP_026897_1755_ 
75 ESP_027095_1800_ 
76 ESP_027596_1745_ 
77 ESP_027807_1765_ 
78 ESP_028229_1785_ 
79 ESP_028295_1795_ 
80 ESP_028361_1785_ 
81 ESP_028374_1785_ 
82 ESP_028572_1775_ 
83 ESP_028717_1795_ 
84 ESP_028796_1760_ 
85 ESP_029284_1785_ 
86 ESP_029495_1760_ 
87 ESP_030062_1790_ 
88 ESP_030853_1770_ 
89 ESP_031064_1760_ 
90 ESP_031209_1740_ 
91 ESP_031908_1740_ 
92 ESP_031921_1750_ 
93 ESP_032620_1780_ 
94 ESP_032910_1795_ 
95 ESP_033187_1780_ 
96 ESP_033266_1765_ 
97 ESP_033411_1795_ 
98 ESP_033464_1720_ 
99 ESP_033820_1735_ 
100 ESP_033833_1800_ 
101 ESP_034044_1740_ 
102 ESP_034176_1735_ 
103 ESP_034189_1740_ 
104 ESP_034321_1780_ 
105 ESP_034545_1740_ 
106 ESP_034822_1790_ 
107 ESP_035099_1735_ 
108 ESP_035112_1765_ 
109 ESP_035244_1725_ 
110 ESP_035310_1740_ 
111 ESP_035389_1740_ 
112 ESP_035455_1780_ 
113 ESP_035468_1755_ 
114 ESP_035600_1765_ 
115 ESP_035666_1725_ 
116 ESP_035679_1800_ 
117 ESP_035890_1755_ 
118 ESP_036167_1730_ 
119 ESP_036233_1740_ 
120 ESP_036299_1740_ 
121 ESP_036312_1740_ 
122 ESP_036378_1740_ 
123 ESP_036444_1795_ 
124 ESP_036510_1735_ 
125 ESP_036523_1750_ 
126 ESP_036589_1725_ 
127 ESP_036655_1735_ 
128 ESP_036668_1750_ 
129 ESP_036721_1800_ 
130 ESP_036734_1760_ 
131 ESP_036800_1780_ 
132 ESP_036879_1740_ 
133 ESP_036945_1760_ 
134 ESP_037024_1750_ 
135 ESP_037143_1725_ 
136 ESP_037156_1800_ 
137 ESP_037301_1740_ 
138 ESP_037380_1790_ 
139 ESP_037512_1725_ 
140 ESP_037578_1765_ 
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141 ESP_037789_1725_ 
142 ESP_037855_1730_ 
143 ESP_038066_1725_ 
144 ESP_038343_1785_ 
145 ESP_038963_1740_ 
146 ESP_039174_1730_ 
147 ESP_039240_1730_ 
148 ESP_039319_1765_ 
149 ESP_039385_1760_ 
150 ESP_039596_1720_ 
151 ESP_039675_1760_ 
152 ESP_039820_1750_ 
153 ESP_040097_1760_ 
154 ESP_040440_1740_ 
155 ESP_040809_1795_ 
156 ESP_041086_1720_ 
157 ESP_041864_1745_ 
158 ESP_041943_1745_ 
159 ESP_042800_1780_ 
160 ESP_043209_1775_ 
161 ESP_044000_1750_ 
162 ESP_044132_1750_ 
163 ESP_044686_1760_ 
164 ESP_045121_1740_ 
165 ESP_045253_1770_ 
166 ESP_045398_1755_ 
167 ESP_046031_1730_ 
168 ESP_046044_1750_ 
169 ESP_046097_1740_ 
170 ESP_046321_1760_ 
171 ESP_046664_1740_ 
172 ESP_047231_1745_ 
173 ESP_047587_1765_ 
174 ESP_047811_1785_ 
175 ESP_047877_1775_ 
176 ESP_048233_1770_ 
177 ESP_048246_1750_ 
178 ESP_048299_1740_ 
179 ESP_048457_1765_ 
180 ESP_048668_1735_ 
181 ESP_048747_1750_ 
182 ESP_048800_1745_ 
183 ESP_048813_1735_ 
184 ESP_049446_1800_ 
185 ESP_050303_1745_ 
186 ESP_050356_1735_ 
187 ESP_050725_1745_ 
188 ESP_051213_1735_ 
189 ESP_051780_1725_ 
190 ESP_052004_1750_ 
191 ESP_052637_1740_ 
192 ESP_052650_1750_ 
193 ESP_052703_1785_ 
194 ESP_052848_1785_ 
195 ESP_053072_1745_ 
196 ESP_053138_1750_ 
197 ESP_053639_1760_ 
198 ESP_053705_1800_ 
199 ESP_053837_1760_ 
200 ESP_054140_1735_ 
201 ESP_054404_1765_ 
202 ESP_054562_1750_ 
203 ESP_054694_1745_ 
204 ESP_054760_1770_ 
205 ESP_054826_1775_ 
206 ESP_055116_1735_ 
207 ESP_055195_1735_ 
208 PSP_001448_1735_ 
209 PSP_002002_1735_ 
210 PSP_002279_1735_ 
211 PSP_002424_1765_ 
212 PSP_003149_1740_ 
213 PSP_003980_1720_ 
214 PSP_004125_1720_ 
215 PSP_005826_1780_ 
216 PSP_006683_1740_ 
217 PSP_006749_1780_ 
218 PSP_006815_1780_ 
219 PSP_006894_1740_ 
220 PSP_006973_1740_ 
221 PSP_007395_1775_ 
222 PSP_007474_1745_ 
223 PSP_007606_1785_ 
224 PSP_007619_1755_ 
225 PSP_007764_1795_ 
226 PSP_007830_1755_ 
227 PSP_007975_1755_ 
228 PSP_008173_1745_ 
229 PSP_008621_1750_ 
230 PSP_008687_1780_ 
231 PSP_008766_1795_ 
232 PSP_008832_1770_ 
233 PSP_009254_1725_ 
234 PSP_009399_1760_ 
235 PSP_009478_1770_ 
236 PSP_009623_1755_ 
237 PSP_009966_1735_ 
238 PSP_010111_1735_ 
239 PSP_010322_1740_ 
240 PSP_010467_1750_ 
241 PSP_010533_1755_ 
Appendix III: SPSS Hierarchical Cluster input, to determine spatial groups of scour marks 
 
The attribute table as described in Section 4.5 was first exported to MS Excel (.xlsx) via the 
‘Table to Excel’ tool in the ArcMap toolbox (Path: ArcToolbox → Conversion → Excel → Table to 
Excel…). These data were then imported into IBM SPSS Statistics 25 as input for the SPSS 
Hierarchical Cluster tool. 
The ‘Hierarchical Cluster’ tool in SPSS Statistics 25 identified spatial groupings of scour marks 
in Aeolis Dorsa using options highlighted in the associated screenshot (below). A step-by-step 
setup for the cluster analysis that grouped scour marks is shown, beginning with selecting the 
appropriate tool, then choosing the appropriate variable input and case label. All options selected 
are shown in the Statistics, Plots, and Method windows below.  
 
Screenshots of steps used to create dendrogram in [methods figure X]:  
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Appendix IV: full dendrogram output from SPSS 
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Appendix V: Scour mark data output table 
 
The following table displays all relevant data collected on individual scour marks in Aeolis 
Dorsa. Scour mark unique IDs, latitude, longitude, and azimuthal orientation. These four data 
columns were collected in ArcMap (see Methods). The column labeled ‘Compass direction’ 
contains single hemispheres or quadrants within which lie inferred transport wind direction of 
scour marks.  
 
 
 
• Scour mark ID  "OBJECTID" from ArcMap
• Latitude ymid' from ArcMap table
• Longitude  'xmid' from ArcMap table
• Azimuthal orientation
here, values are determined via:
=IF(X2<0,X2+360,X2)
where [X2] = the ArcMap derived orientation, which 
operates an absolute scale with due N  = 0, NW 
values are negative and NE values are positive. 
• Compass direction
Entered manually by A. Boyd as single compass 
directions, from looking at each scour mark in 
ArcMap and identifying a hemisphere in which a 
particular scour mark falls
• Inferred wind direction 
(unformatted)
Inferred wind direction, based on manually-entered 
hemisphere in compass direction; one of two 
formulas used, depending on hemisphere of inferred 
wind direction:
=[X2]-90   or    =[X2]+90
• Azimuthal inferred 
wind direction
here, values are determined via:
=IF(X2<0,X2+360,X2)
where [X2] = the ArcMap derived orientation, which 
operates an absolute scale with due N = 0, NW 
values are negative and NE values are positive.
• Region See methods Fig XX, where each region is outlined
• Average inferred 
winds
Determined via: 
=AVERAGE(X#:X##)
where X# and X## are the start- and end-cells for 
inferred winds in each region
Explanation - Scour mark data
Top row:
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1381 -1.3858241 155.3391204 337.0700 w 247.0700 247.0700
1366 -1.3550247 155.3095529 339.2300 N 249.2300 249.2300
1364 -1.3731294 155.3212299 340.5600 N W 250.5600 250.5600
1353 -1.3646127 155.3113205 342.7600 n 252.7600 252.7600
1373 -1.3520787 155.2915017 346.7595 n 256.7595 256.7595
1363 -1.3453081 155.3020539 348.0239 n 258.0239 258.0239
1357 -1.2343979 155.3468336 353.6598 n 263.6598 263.6598
1332 -1.2182215 155.3169983 355.2364 n 265.2364 265.2364
1388 -1.1614471 155.2211322 356.3478 n 266.3478 266.3478
1374 -1.1743952 155.2453293 356.6335 n 266.6335 266.6335
1375 -1.1823763 155.2527212 357.6141 N W 267.6141 267.6141
1389 -1.3054027 155.2300099 2.1211 W N -87.8789 272.1211
1351 -1.2859589 155.2265283 3.1798 W N -86.8202 273.1798
1334 -1.2382760 155.1007272 3.3665 N W -86.6335 273.3665
1345 -1.2202248 155.0592685 14.0362 N -75.9638 284.0362
1365 -1.2017987 155.0422886 14.0363 N W -75.9637 284.0363
1392 -1.1862865 155.0379499 15.9454 N W -74.0546 285.9454
1329 -1.1227914 154.9050569 17.4472 N W -72.5528 287.4472
1358 -1.1730454 154.9937593 17.6501 N W -72.3499 287.6501
1367 -1.0952058 154.8684404 17.8189 N -72.1811 287.8189
1352 -1.0577108 154.7862192 19.4400 N -70.5600 289.4400
1346 -1.0321392 154.7580444 19.4400 nw -70.5600 289.4400
1378 -1.0433877 154.7822554 19.5367 nw -70.4633 289.5367
1383 -1.0119669 154.7434213 20.5561 nw -69.4439 290.5561
1335 -1.0467516 154.7500097 20.7723 nw -69.2277 290.7723
1379 -0.8660471 154.5162767 21.8014 nw -68.1986 291.8014
1327 -0.8420503 154.5350242 23.1986 nw -66.8014 293.1986
1356 -0.8049303 154.4176113 23.1986 nw -66.8014 293.1986
1324 -0.7877361 154.3797413 23.9625 nw -66.0375 293.9625
1328 -0.7772375 154.3877760 26.5650 nw -63.4350 296.5650
1348 -0.8437644 154.4623374 26.5651 nw -63.4349 296.5651
1354 -0.7503161 154.3271948 26.5651 N W -63.4349 296.5651
1377 -0.7474237 154.3215169 27.4076 N W -62.5924 297.4076
1333 -0.1399313 152.8205752 28.2173 W -61.7827 298.2173
1338 -0.1338250 152.8188612 32.1957 nw -57.8043 302.1957
1336 -0.1441093 152.8221286 33.6901 N W -56.3099 303.6901
1330 -0.1309968 152.7066333 34.5085 N -55.4915 304.5085
1382 -0.1672598 152.4727395 36.2538 N W -53.7462 306.2538
1386 -0.1512012 152.4760605 36.3843 N W -53.6157 306.3843
1325 -0.1007865 152.5710835 36.8699 N W -53.1301 306.8699
1387 -0.1103210 152.5715121 37.4053 W -52.5947 307.4053
1326 -0.1000000 152.5048781 39.5597 W -50.4403 309.5597
1361 -0.0970370 152.5702265 41.4237 nw -48.5763 311.4237
1369 -0.0676303 152.4967899 43.3904 nw -46.6096 313.3904
1331 -0.1154310 152.3510093 46.0809 N W -43.9191 316.0809
1339 -0.1134491 152.3491346 46.9749 N -43.0251 316.9749
1341 -0.1119493 152.3622043 49.0856 N -40.9144 319.0856
1390 -0.1268938 152.3532590 49.7636 nw -40.2364 319.7636
1340 -0.1434880 152.4098229 50.3893 nw -39.6107 320.3893
1385 -0.1492194 152.4111085 50.9645 W -39.0355 320.9645
1368 -0.2054511 152.2234728 52.1250 N W -37.8750 322.1250
1391 -0.2029872 152.2229372 53.1301 N W -36.8699 323.1301
1376 -0.2216811 152.2055288 54.4623 N W -35.5377 324.4623
1355 -0.2185744 152.2049396 55.4375 N W -34.5625 325.4375
1393 -0.1935599 152.2224551 56.3099 N -33.6901 326.3099
1359 -3.4410596 152.4479685 56.3099 W -33.6901 326.3099
1380 -3.4342525 152.4428353 56.6593 -33.3407 326.6593
1350 -3.4180716 152.4429469 57.1714 W -32.8286 327.1714
1384 -3.4017680 152.5120448 59.9314 N -30.0686 329.9314
1349 -6.9911726 150.3718456 60.5725 N W -29.4275 330.5725
1337 -7.4708943 150.7642977 63.4350 -26.5650 333.4350
1323 -7.2612571 150.8531296 77.0054 N -12.9946 347.0054
1360 -7.3801296 150.8512548 80.9097 W -9.0903 350.9097
1394 -7.3783888 150.8484427 83.2902 W -6.7098 353.2902
1347 -7.1947437 150.9510585 85.2363 W -4.7637 355.2363
1370 -7.4562311 150.8959007 90.0000 N 0.0000 0.0000
1343 -7.7139288 150.9374799 91.3972 W 1.3972 1.3972
1344 -7.6383630 151.0399752 92.3373 N 2.3373 2.3373
Azimuthal inferred 
wind direction (°)
Inferred winds 
(unformatted)
Scour unique ID Latitude Longitude
Azimuthal 
orientation (°)
Compass 
direction
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1371 -7.5805136 151.0264502 92.6026 N 2.6026 2.6026
1395 -7.4694347 151.0404439 326.3099 E 56.3099 56.30994636
1396 -7.3660155 151.1554062 327.5288 E 57.5288 57.52882363
1397 -7.1949312 151.1526610 333.4349 E 63.4349 63.43491273
1398 -5.3995793 150.6574412 338.1986 E 68.1986 68.19860918
1399 -5.4214574 150.6559944 349.9920 N 79.9920 79.99203837
1400 -5.4019287 150.6931547 350.7890 N 80.7890 80.78896896
1401 -5.4256979 150.6456610 352.8750 E N 82.8750 82.87496052
1403 -5.4250283 150.7079295 0.0000 E N 90 90
1404 -5.4302508 150.6380281 3.6914 E S 93.6914 93.69140749
1405 -5.3761509 150.6782013 7.5947 E 97.5947 97.59468671
1406 -5.4052765 150.6569095 10.9541 E 100.9541 100.954069
1407 -5.3770883 150.6196154 17.1028 E 107.1028 107.1027729
1408 -5.3744770 150.6188789 55.4915 E 145.4915 145.4914531
1409 -5.4294474 150.5923645 90.0000 N E 0 0
1410 -5.4025313 150.5639085 109.4400 N E 19.4400 19.44004871
1411 -5.3873994 150.5680598 113.1986 N E 23.1986 23.19859829
1412 -5.3921532 150.5638416 116.5651 N 26.5651 26.56508727
1413 -5.3959027 150.5596234 120.9637 N E 30.9637 30.96371673
1414 -5.4015270 150.5681937 123.6901 E 33.6901 33.69008488
1415 -5.4100973 150.5586191 142.4314 E 52.4314 52.43143145
1416 -5.4102312 150.5410098 153.4349 E 63.4349 63.43493593
1417 -5.4039374 150.5309665 160.7100 E 70.7100 70.70995579
1418 -5.3326969 150.5701354 81.4692 S 171.4692 171.469228
1419 -5.3667102 150.6397689 69.4439 s 159.4439 159.4439405
1420 -5.3331656 150.5665867 55.4915 s 145.4915 145.491477
1421 -5.3275413 150.5702693 75.9638 s 165.9638 165.9637565
1422 -5.3232562 150.5660511 108.4350 S 198.4350 198.4349669
1423 -5.3247962 150.5558739 358.4518 E 448.4518 448.4518455
1424 -5.3131459 150.5729475 0.0000 e 90.0000 90
1425 -5.3029687 150.5647120 37.5686 S E 127.5686 127.5686081
1426 -5.2996209 150.5676580 25.2011 S E 115.2011 115.2011257
1427 -5.2954697 150.5558069 110.0561 S W 200.0561 200.0560983
1428 -5.2994870 150.5758266 25.7100 se 115.7100 115.7099771
1429 -5.2935280 150.5418133 18.4349 se 108.4349 108.4349488
1430 -5.2780167 150.6064252 72.8973 S 162.8973 162.8972515
1431 -5.2731066 150.6064252 53.7462 S 143.7462 143.7461769
1432 -5.2565910 150.6318682 15.9454 e 105.9454 105.9454163
1433 -5.2555197 150.6234765 20.5560 E 110.5560 110.556032
1434 -5.2625723 150.6263332 78.6901 S 168.6901 168.6900883
1435 -5.2604297 150.6115138 51.5130 nw -38.4870 321.5129517
1466 -5.2279757 150.6874322 0.0000 e 90.0000 90
1470 -5.3627435 150.6795583 0.0000 e 90.0000 90
1471 -5.3447459 150.7325869 0.0000 e 90.0000 90
1601 -5.1293776 150.4442806 0.0000 e 90.0000 90
1692 -5.1313777 150.2759946 0.0000 e 90.0000 90
1928 -5.4273487 150.5958829 0.0000 e 90.0000 90
1941 -5.4048673 150.5497167 2.8624 s 92.8624 92.86240523
1489 -5.2403598 150.5408411 2.8624 s 92.8624 92.86240739
1461 -5.2328367 150.6897176 3.5763 e 93.5763 93.57632876
1851 -5.3016027 150.4464075 3.8141 s 93.8141 93.81406845
1467 -5.3017338 150.7296409 4.7636 e 94.7636 94.76363173
1850 -5.3009890 150.4142689 5.1944 s 95.1944 95.19441707
1458 -5.2092907 150.7101836 5.1944 e 95.1944 95.19441707
1841 -5.2601462 150.4140457 6.0090 s 96.0090 96.00899409
1791 -5.3365869 150.4691277 6.3402 s 96.3402 96.34019703
1910 -5.3175743 150.5633365 6.3402 s 96.3402 96.34021815
1700 -5.1756798 150.3035021 7.1250 s 97.1250 97.12504966
1923 -5.2277146 150.6913942 7.3860 s 97.3860 97.38604724
1936 -5.3861310 150.5358513 8.1301 s 98.1301 98.13010235
1538 -5.1118227 150.4266100 8.9726 s 98.9726 98.97260467
1492 -5.2000259 150.4985253 9.4623 s 99.4623 99.4623027
1632 -5.0459092 150.4026272 9.8658 s 99.8658 99.86580098
1865 -5.2574680 150.4130972 10.0080 s 100.0080 100.0079798
1594 -5.0396128 150.5821640 10.3048 s 100.3048 100.3048349
1560 -4.8874664 150.3188008 10.6196 s 100.6196 100.6196267
1483 -5.2160952 150.5474830 11.3099 s 101.3099 101.3099325
1438 -5.2626616 150.6199055 11.5346 e 101.5346 101.5346258
1940 -5.4024123 150.5380553 11.7683 e 101.7683 101.7682615
1759 -5.1558722 150.5013551 11.8887 s 101.8887 101.888658
1455 -5.1772861 150.6962569 12.0947 e 102.0947 102.094736
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1778 -5.2174399 150.5520537 12.8043 s 102.8043 102.8042661
1460 -5.2156515 150.7195574 12.9946 e 102.9946 102.9946452
1937 -5.3779847 150.5379716 13.7362 e 103.7362 103.7362409
1680 -5.0175313 150.1999668 14.0362 s 104.0362 104.0362435
1806 -5.3121482 150.5129834 14.0362 s 104.0362 104.0362435
1801 -5.3811792 150.4274145 14.0363 s 104.0363 104.0362562
1515 -5.1660364 150.4951612 14.4703 s 104.4703 104.4702932
1436 -5.2507882 150.6187450 14.7435 e 104.7435 104.7435471
1777 -5.1947643 150.5265214 14.9314 s 104.9314 104.9313776
1934 -5.4049398 150.5337924 15.4221 e 105.4221 105.4221398
1648 -4.9775701 150.3338150 15.5241 s 105.5241 105.5240893
1921 -5.2786844 150.5540576 15.7086 s 105.7086 105.7086198
1710 -5.1531159 150.4218457 15.9454 s 105.9454 105.9453959
1444 -5.1880064 150.6138684 16.6992 e 106.6992 106.6992475
1664 -4.9873545 150.3112109 17.3540 s 107.3540 107.3540208
1640 -5.0659422 150.4084300 18.4349 s 108.4349 108.4349127
1926 -5.3866635 150.7493127 19.2307 s 109.2307 109.2306669
1527 -5.1816147 150.4263757 19.4400 s e 109.4400 109.4400487
1636 -5.0570684 150.3983867 19.4401 s 109.4401 109.4400582
1781 -5.2254745 150.4948292 19.6538 s 109.6538 109.6538437
1939 -5.4065691 150.5386411 19.7989 s 109.7989 109.7988984
1787 -5.3459830 150.5824831 20.5560 s 110.5560 110.5560452
1633 -5.0643442 150.4351229 20.5561 s 110.5561 110.5560526
1437 -5.2473958 150.6187450 20.5561 e 110.5561 110.5560541
1493 -5.1688515 150.5676768 20.5561 e s 110.5561 110.5560551
1642 -5.0777264 150.4285613 21.0374 s 111.0374 111.0374496
1621 -5.0782274 150.4377063 21.0375 s 111.0375 111.037511
1439 -5.2104364 150.5756257 21.4130 e 111.4130 111.4129801
1960 -5.8296384 150.6982627 21.8014 e 111.8014 111.8014199
1869 -5.2479269 150.3926758 21.8014 s 111.8014 111.8014214
1947 -5.3144776 150.5610767 22.2490 e 112.2490 112.2490237
1755 -5.1984446 150.4648645 22.3801 s 112.3801 112.3801351
1742 -5.1810362 150.4201718 22.3802 s 112.3802 112.380153
1530 -5.1466193 150.4163770 22.6199 s 112.6199 112.6198569
1800 -5.3325696 150.4299588 22.6199 e 112.6199 112.6198778
1443 -5.1760102 150.6195596 23.1986 e 113.1986 113.1985698
1587 -5.0775207 150.5432451 23.1986 s 113.1986 113.1985781
1898 -5.4049398 150.5337924 23.1986 s 113.1986 113.1985905
1685 -5.1371805 150.2788960 23.1986 s 113.1986 113.1986092
1500 -5.1691729 150.5119699 23.6294 s 113.6294 113.6293976
1610 -5.0883831 150.3935910 23.9625 S 113.9625 113.9624964
1720 -5.1650562 150.4080640 24.2278 s 114.2278 114.2277615
1938 -5.3777058 150.5403429 24.3046 s 114.3046 114.3045702
1622 -5.0816366 150.3997258 24.4439 s 114.4439 114.4438895
1609 -5.0672252 150.3832798 24.6236 s 114.6236 114.6235803
1957 -5.2786844 150.5540576 24.7752 e 114.7752 114.7751659
1516 -5.1374688 150.5279246 25.2011 s 115.2011 115.2011058
1796 -5.3221245 150.4628339 25.5600 s 115.5600 115.5599652
1497 -5.1904379 150.5229506 26.5650 e 116.5650 116.5650151
1654 -4.9088293 150.2852322 26.5650 s 116.5650 116.5650191
1454 -5.1879989 150.6911683 26.5650 e 116.5650 116.5650223
1634 -5.0626034 150.4433807 26.5650 s 116.5650 116.5650241
1586 -5.0733360 150.5482109 26.5650 s 116.5650 116.5650331
1726 -5.1539528 150.4051068 26.5651 s 116.5651 116.5650512
1582 -4.8811607 150.4534356 26.5651 s 116.5651 116.5650666
1722 -5.1521673 150.4099053 26.5651 s 116.5651 116.5650669
1567 -4.7611887 150.1804041 27.5528 s 117.5528 117.5527971
1943 -5.3413992 150.5459225 27.7586 e 117.7586 117.7585782
1795 -5.3337078 150.4578792 28.0725 s 118.0725 118.0724869
1953 -5.3337830 150.5781225 28.3007 e 118.3007 118.3007041
1756 -5.1661945 150.4501343 28.3007 s 118.3007 118.3007319
1842 -5.2646657 150.4368663 28.3008 s 118.3008 118.3007525
1597 -5.1044702 150.4613765 28.6105 s 118.6105 118.6104551
1746 -5.1531940 150.4939343 29.0546 e 119.0546 119.0546041
1510 -5.1504581 150.5264070 29.3577 s 119.3577 119.3577482
1588 -5.0588290 150.5697706 29.7449 s 119.7449 119.7448535
1733 -5.1728677 150.4579458 30.4655 s 120.4655 120.4655293
1744 -5.1588852 150.4518082 30.4656 s 120.4656 120.4655672
1547 -5.0505027 150.3301162 30.9638 s 120.9638 120.9637565
1849 -5.3068476 150.3944055 30.9638 s 120.9638 120.9637618
1802 -5.3316322 150.4822509 30.9638 s 120.9638 120.9637947
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1697 -5.1546447 150.2240484 31.6075 s 121.6075 121.607493
1537 -5.1407719 150.4353745 32.0054 s 122.0054 122.0053866
1853 -5.2836922 150.4451242 32.4712 s 122.4712 122.4711636
1446 -5.1572627 150.6265899 32.4712 e 122.4712 122.4711796
1482 -5.2239156 150.5857815 32.4712 s e 122.4712 122.4711987
1512 -5.1694734 150.5009640 32.4712 s 122.4712 122.4712135
1935 -5.3811093 150.5324478 33.2317 e 123.2317 123.2317385
1915 -5.3176022 150.5714827 33.6900 s 123.6900 123.6900425
1807 -5.3158977 150.4554688 33.6900 s 123.6900 123.6900467
1590 -5.0239006 150.5834183 33.6901 s 123.6901 123.6900536
1686 -5.1323262 150.2834713 33.6901 s 123.6901 123.6900953
1949 -5.3242698 150.5693346 34.1145 e 124.1145 124.1144729
1799 -5.3047831 150.4590844 34.3803 s 124.3803 124.3803349
1924 -5.8296384 150.6982627 34.5085 s 124.5085 124.508523
1951 -5.3176022 150.5714827 34.6951 e 124.6951 124.6951085
1536 -5.1229350 150.4174305 35.1342 s 125.1342 125.1342129
1644 -5.0406331 150.4023148 35.3112 s 125.3112 125.3112297
1603 -5.1051308 150.4245690 36.0274 s 126.0274 126.0273539
1585 -5.0284089 150.5036856 36.2538 s 126.2538 126.2538409
1602 -5.0974533 150.4325590 36.8699 s 126.8699 126.8698745
1839 -5.3157749 150.4140457 36.8699 s 126.8699 126.8698784
1507 -5.1212656 150.4927508 36.8699 s 126.8699 126.8698832
1477 -5.2209695 150.5412696 36.8699 s 126.8699 126.8698976
1568 -5.4762553 150.5348026 36.8699 s 126.8699 126.8699121
1684 -5.1273046 150.2765526 37.4054 s 127.4054 127.405359
1946 -5.3175743 150.5633365 38.2338 e 128.2338 128.2338252
1757 -5.1929208 150.4251376 38.6598 s 128.6598 128.659803
1734 -5.1767176 150.4752983 38.6598 s 128.6598 128.6598083
1754 -5.1375711 150.4442199 38.6598 s 128.6598 128.6598083
1825 -5.3177166 150.4637154 38.6598 s 128.6598 128.6598149
1687 -5.1655807 150.3031673 38.6598 s 128.6598 128.6598347
1641 -5.0521494 150.3960656 38.9275 s 128.9275 128.9275397
1569 -5.4675064 150.5874741 39.0939 s 129.0939 129.0938691
1573 -4.8882446 150.1489361 39.0939 s 129.0939 129.0938716
1785 -5.2756352 150.5581113 39.2894 s 129.2894 129.2893983
1596 -5.0610653 150.5641664 39.2894 s 129.2894 129.289414
1472 -5.3528341 150.7309264 39.5597 e 129.5597 129.5596576
1766 -5.1637394 150.3984671 39.8056 s 129.8056 129.8055711
1521 -5.1449231 150.5010086 40.1009 s e 130.1009 130.1009163
1566 -4.7714328 150.1935943 40.1009 s 130.1009 130.1009479
1681 -5.0203211 150.2003574 40.2364 s 130.2364 130.2363844
1614 -5.1063766 150.4282399 40.6013 e 130.6013 130.6013031
1945 -5.3161794 150.5545207 40.8554 e 130.8554 130.8553726
1658 -5.0052093 150.2379617 41.1859 s 131.1859 131.1859108
1613 -5.0810492 150.4107672 41.1859 e 131.1859 131.1859316
1699 -5.1465542 150.3035579 41.1860 s 131.1860 131.1859827
1619 -5.0858882 150.4121907 41.6335 s 131.6335 131.6335443
1848 -5.3293892 150.4050068 41.6335 s 131.6335 131.6335443
1679 -4.9550285 150.1909836 41.8202 s 131.8202 131.8201566
1955 -5.3075310 150.5906320 41.8202 e 131.8202 131.8201699
1765 -5.1561512 150.4099611 41.9872 s 131.9872 131.9871646
1481 -5.2186127 150.5436800 41.9872 se 131.9872 131.9872005
1860 -5.2371024 150.4088567 41.9872 s 131.9872 131.9872077
1727 -5.1649446 150.4030982 41.9872 s 131.9872 131.9872125
1511 -5.1599658 150.5281478 41.9872 s 131.9872 131.9872175
1760 -5.1679241 150.4853416 42.1376 s 132.1376 132.1375926
1571 -5.4511158 150.5875634 42.2737 s 132.2737 132.2736931
1790 -5.3413407 150.4694624 42.2737 s 132.2737 132.2737282
1891 -5.4195484 150.6015183 42.5104 s 132.5104 132.5104079
1558 -4.9167929 150.2804354 42.7094 s 132.7094 132.7093796
1650 -4.9290944 150.2775993 42.7094 s 132.7094 132.7093957
1893 -5.4698653 150.5649161 42.7094 s 132.7094 132.7094232
1553 -5.0371786 150.3503367 42.7094 s 132.7094 132.7094246
1528 -5.1508599 150.4327141 43.0251 s e 133.0251 133.0250703
1811 -5.3509153 150.4446220 43.0251 s 133.0251 133.0250763
1749 -5.1863369 150.4384729 43.0251 s 133.0251 133.0250948
1661 -5.0201626 150.3068811 43.3634 s 133.3634 133.3634159
1959 -5.2277146 150.6913942 43.3635 e 133.3635 133.363471
1563 -4.7885064 150.2452168 43.7270 s 133.7270 133.7269646
1942 -5.3203362 150.5374136 44.1449 e 134.1449 134.1448764
1814 -5.3034440 150.4555357 45.0000 s 135.0000 134.9999549
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1476 -5.1791787 150.6845933 45.0000 s 135.0000 134.9999662
1719 -5.1688504 150.4062785 45.0000 s 135.0000 134.9999691
1838 -5.1812728 150.6970214 45.0000 s 135.0000 134.9999788
1450 -5.1534128 150.6216798 45.0000 e se 135.0000 135
1671 -5.0505027 150.3301162 45.0000 s 135.0000 135
1764 -5.1609496 150.4341766 45.0000 s 135.0000 135
1782 -5.2302060 150.5520537 45.0000 s 135.0000 135
1828 -5.3917358 150.4843042 45.0000 s 135.0000 135
1456 -5.1682471 150.6933778 45.0000 e 135.0000 135
1631 -4.9266840 150.4211069 45.0000 s 135.0000 135
1803 -5.3615612 150.4997263 45.0000 s 135.0000 135
1831 -5.3945256 150.5156616 45.0000 s 135.0000 135
1718 -5.1699105 150.4091241 45.0000 s 135.0000 135.0000394
1958 -5.2931914 150.5564289 46.0051 e 136.0051 136.005086
1695 -5.1290342 150.2692433 46.4688 s 136.4688 136.4687794
1703 -5.1806122 150.3155094 46.8476 s 136.8476 136.8475833
1918 -5.3114367 150.5805775 46.9749 s 136.9749 136.9749052
1705 -5.1951750 150.3223165 47.2906 s 137.2906 137.2906204
1552 -4.9733702 150.3279737 47.2906 s 137.2906 137.2906204
1877 -5.2122932 150.4023687 47.4895 s 137.4895 137.489517
1498 -5.1482828 150.5734081 47.4896 s 137.4896 137.4895502
1784 -5.3064347 150.5310614 47.4896 s 137.4896 137.4895529
1870 -5.2304738 150.4380939 47.4896 e 137.4896 137.4895562
1551 -4.9800657 150.3315892 47.7263 s 137.7263 137.7263208
1912 -5.3097628 150.5638108 47.7263 s 137.7263 137.7263257
1738 -5.1955990 150.4581131 48.0128 s 138.0128 138.0127779
1599 -5.1171471 150.4488336 48.0128 s 138.0128 138.0127835
1786 -5.2485853 150.5532013 48.0128 s 138.0128 138.0127875
1797 -5.3219237 150.4563392 48.0128 s 138.0128 138.0127899
1917 -5.3337830 150.5781225 48.0128 s 138.0128 138.0128354
1562 -4.8515114 150.3747754 48.1798 s 138.1798 138.1798434
1859 -5.2398364 150.4052857 48.5763 s 138.5763 138.5763377
1884 -5.3839779 150.6212272 48.8140 s 138.8140 138.814048
1663 -5.0427935 150.3268338 48.8141 s 138.8141 138.8140557
1952 -5.3471741 150.5834231 48.8141 e 138.8141 138.8140748
1783 -5.2598449 150.5874061 48.8141 s 138.8141 138.8140787
1581 -4.8782147 150.4549756 48.8141 s 138.8141 138.8140892
1815 -5.3898610 150.4270574 48.8141 s 138.8141 138.8140892
1589 -5.0562066 150.6019426 48.8141 s 138.8141 138.8141132
1872 -5.2301926 150.4206252 48.8141 s 138.8141 138.8141362
1751 -5.1811478 150.4087336 49.0856 s 139.0856 139.0856168
1524 -5.1854088 150.4450786 49.0856 s e 139.0856 139.085642
1752 -5.1592200 150.4967241 49.3987 s 139.3987 139.3987054
1776 -5.2022633 150.5219685 49.3987 s 139.3987 139.3987054
1649 -4.9902023 150.3312707 49.3987 s 139.3987 139.3987245
1724 -5.1531717 150.3898745 49.6354 s 139.6354 139.6354421
1706 -5.1374818 150.2934141 49.9698 s 139.9698 139.969761
1531 -5.1584035 150.4045036 50.1944 e 140.1944 140.194419
1871 -5.1889615 150.4382055 50.1944 s 140.1944 140.194436
1792 -5.3778983 150.4794388 50.1945 s 140.1945 140.1944715
1748 -5.1873412 150.4982306 50.5275 s 140.5275 140.5275455
1907 -5.3413992 150.5459225 50.5275 s 140.5275 140.5275455
1829 -5.3941908 150.5128160 50.7106 s 140.7106 140.7105905
1914 -5.3129711 150.5633644 50.7106 s 140.7106 140.7106146
1899 -5.3811093 150.5324478 50.7106 e 140.7106 140.7106403
1883 -5.3660673 150.4932643 50.7106 s 140.7106 140.7106403
1832 -5.4092558 150.5552769 50.8263 s 140.8263 140.8263432
1522 -5.2014335 150.4394989 51.0090 s 141.0090 141.0090171
1830 -5.3464851 150.4679559 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.3401785
1496 -5.1622095 150.5675696 51.3402 e 141.3402 141.3401829
1520 -5.1168465 150.5556888 51.3402 s e 141.3402 141.3401954
1570 -5.4903605 150.5873848 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.340197
1655 -4.9620811 150.3161209 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.3402035
1677 -4.8936192 150.1518147 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.3402182
1819 -5.3344555 150.4863687 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.3402182
1834 -5.2131882 150.5353242 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.3402182
1583 -4.9935922 150.4694268 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.3402182
1708 -5.1326387 150.2647907 51.3402 s 141.3402 141.3402182
1844 -5.3189553 150.4493089 51.6325 s 141.6325 141.6325177
1736 -5.1312438 150.4874061 51.6325 s 141.6325 141.6325192
1639 -5.0712808 150.3995027 51.7098 s 141.7098 141.7098313
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1780 -5.1718209 150.5082203 51.8427 s 141.8427 141.8427434
1779 -5.1568229 150.5308066 51.8428 s 141.8428 141.8427734
1623 -5.0720843 150.3966459 52.1250 s 142.1250 142.1249697
1880 -5.3881068 150.4220573 52.1250 s 142.1250 142.125023
1774 -5.1851852 150.5096799 52.1250 s 142.1250 142.1250297
1488 -5.2433058 150.5492507 52.4314 s w 142.4314 142.431408
1517 -5.1452802 150.5763557 52.5946 s 142.5946 142.5946276
1665 -5.0221713 150.3170137 52.5946 s 142.5946 142.594641
1721 -5.1545108 150.4145364 52.5947 s 142.5947 142.5946509
1798 -5.3296235 150.4554688 52.7093 s 142.7093 142.7093499
1696 -5.1398029 150.2898320 53.1301 s 143.1301 143.1300879
1576 -4.8877759 150.3057857 53.1301 s 143.1301 143.1301024
1672 -4.9125341 150.1463467 53.1301 s 143.1301 143.1301024
1840 -5.2667859 150.4033329 53.1301 s 143.1301 143.1301081
1769 -5.1964449 150.5725510 53.1301 s 143.1301 143.130111
1810 -5.3780992 150.4215894 53.1301 s 143.1301 143.1301216
1678 -4.9263493 150.1471837 53.1302 s 143.1302 143.130189
1897 -5.4443319 150.5872451 53.4711 s 143.4711 143.4711293
1747 -5.1536961 150.4412069 53.9726 s 143.9726 143.9726407
1526 -5.1773295 150.4512384 54.1623 s e 144.1623 144.1623287
1845 -5.3206292 150.4468539 54.1624 s 144.1624 144.1623514
1612 -5.0918201 150.3993491 54.4623 e 144.4623 144.4623027
1478 -5.2231657 150.5353775 54.4623 s 144.4623 144.4623149
1956 -5.2715704 150.5607252 54.4623 e 144.4623 144.4623158
1758 -5.2001743 150.4939343 54.4623 s 144.4623 144.4623222
1804 -5.3206515 150.4248702 54.4623 s 144.4623 144.4623405
1864 -5.2593651 150.4076850 54.6888 s 144.6888 144.6887936
1659 -5.0313218 150.3228611 54.7824 s 144.7824 144.782372
1740 -5.1944273 150.4438851 54.7824 s 144.7824 144.782441
1501 -5.1752256 150.5023284 55.0079 s 145.0079 145.0079391
1909 -5.3161794 150.5545207 55.3048 s 145.3048 145.3048421
1903 -5.4065691 150.5386411 55.3049 s 145.3049 145.3048603
1540 -5.0740710 150.4077844 55.9228 s 145.9228 145.9228117
1789 -5.3225040 150.5281153 56.3099 s 146.3099 146.3098992
1913 -5.3242698 150.5693346 56.3099 s 146.3099 146.3098992
1611 -5.0720013 150.3934570 56.3099 n -33.6901 326.309914
1653 -4.9153463 150.2803668 56.3099 s 146.3099 146.3099151
1533 -5.1461283 150.4075836 56.3099 s 146.3099 146.3099325
1694 -5.1531940 150.3090817 56.3099 s 146.3099 146.3099325
1725 -5.1376603 150.4221804 56.3099 s 146.3099 146.3099436
1673 -4.9154913 150.1443939 56.8215 s 146.8215 146.8214906
1728 -5.1736488 150.4402026 57.0947 s 147.0947 147.0947338
1743 -5.1977193 150.4432156 57.2648 s 147.2648 147.2647696
1628 -5.0096730 150.4208391 57.2648 s 147.2648 147.2647737
1674 -4.9137616 150.1439475 57.3808 s 147.3808 147.3807618
1794 -5.3271462 150.4614278 57.5288 s 147.5288 147.528772
1889 -5.2952695 150.7344431 57.5288 s 147.5288 147.5288077
1944 -5.3410086 150.5479591 58.2405 e 148.2405 148.240483
1723 -5.1198056 150.4019822 58.2405 s 148.2405 148.2405015
1474 -5.2205839 150.7163034 58.3925 e 148.3925 148.3924768
1651 -4.9100345 150.2813488 58.3925 s 148.3925 148.3924784
1868 -5.2455834 150.3974743 58.5704 s 148.5704 148.570413
1888 -5.2018891 150.7189596 58.5704 s 148.5704 148.570413
1704 -5.1538858 150.2984916 58.5704 s 148.5704 148.5704149
1793 -5.3308957 150.4630347 58.5704 s 148.5704 148.570448
1508 -5.1449231 150.5222111 58.5705 s 148.5705 148.5704648
1556 -4.9828620 150.3212661 58.7816 s 148.7816 148.7816154
1577 -4.8890481 150.3104056 59.0362 s 149.0362 149.0362244
1775 -5.2118156 150.5400910 59.0362 s 149.0362 149.0362435
1863 -5.2599230 150.4228057 59.0362 e 149.0362 149.0362435
1627 -5.0030667 150.4159737 59.0363 s 149.0363 149.0362562
1857 -5.2417335 150.4005431 59.0363 s 149.0363 149.0362562
1753 -5.1817058 150.4934321 59.5344 s 149.5344 149.5344328
1905 -5.4048673 150.5497167 59.5344 s 149.5344 149.5344328
1894 -5.4660879 150.5987481 59.7435 s 149.7435 149.7435314
1656 -4.9670001 150.3260750 60.0184 s 150.0184 150.0183879
1846 -5.3109765 150.4493647 60.2551 s 150.2551 150.2550854
1578 -4.8712379 150.3181055 60.2551 s 150.2551 150.2550921
1580 -4.8660556 150.4360540 60.2551 s 150.2551 150.255102
1835 -5.2265235 150.5441400 60.2552 s 150.2552 150.255152
1717 -5.1421240 150.4055532 60.6422 s 150.6422 150.6422233
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1534 -5.1587159 150.4145469 60.6423 s 150.6423 150.6422518
1875 -5.2491633 150.4057611 60.6423 s 150.6423 150.6422876
1881 -5.4124339 150.5522966 60.9454 s 150.9454 150.9453755
1816 -5.3705779 150.5177596 60.9454 s 150.9454 150.9453857
1961 -5.5018518 150.5408127 60.9454 e 150.9454 150.9453857
1662 -4.9953891 150.3020157 61.5571 s 151.5571 151.5570815
1823 -5.3273694 150.4836347 61.6993 s 151.6993 151.6992691
1600 -5.1212983 150.4507976 61.6993 s 151.6993 151.6992707
1643 -5.0461234 150.3305833 61.9275 s 151.9275 151.9275056
1900 -5.3861310 150.5358513 62.1027 s 152.1027 152.1027079
1763 -5.1406956 150.4415975 62.1027 s 152.1027 152.1027079
1852 -5.2964695 150.4443430 62.1027 s 152.1027 152.1027153
1729 -5.1490427 150.4596754 62.2415 s 152.2415 152.2414763
1519 -5.1131417 150.4900725 63.4349 s e 153.4349 153.4349488
1645 -5.0340715 150.3897718 63.4349 s 153.4349 153.4349488
1670 -5.0968845 150.2618871 63.4349 s 153.4349 153.4349488
1773 -5.2304582 150.5437156 63.4350 s 153.4350 153.4349597
1858 -5.2353169 150.3971953 63.4350 s 153.4350 153.4349612
1595 -5.0612617 150.6051966 63.4350 s 153.4350 153.4349649
1545 -5.0229171 150.3457391 63.4350 s 153.4350 153.4349685
1762 -5.1997893 150.4702767 63.4350 s 153.4350 153.4349736
1666 -5.0471590 150.3069704 63.4350 s 153.4350 153.4349921
1657 -4.9654824 150.3236646 64.1790 s 154.1790 154.1789861
1862 -5.2684040 150.4411069 64.4401 s 154.4401 154.4400508
1574 -4.8626007 150.1476640 64.6538 s 154.6538 154.6538064
1906 -5.3203362 150.5374136 64.7989 s 154.7989 154.7988567
1873 -5.2286750 150.4012974 64.8852 s 154.8852 154.8851547
1637 -5.0998038 150.3948158 64.9831 s 154.9831 154.9830552
1532 -5.1636260 150.4263757 64.9831 s 154.9831 154.9830802
1902 -5.3777058 150.5403429 64.9831 s 154.9831 154.9830844
1772 -5.1917134 150.5462152 64.9831 s 154.9831 154.9830955
1878 -5.1944831 150.4375426 65.2248 s 155.2248 155.2248468
1904 -5.4024123 150.5380553 65.2249 e 155.2249 155.224889
1950 -5.3129711 150.5633644 65.4328 e 155.4328 155.4328287
1503 -5.1308744 150.5479651 65.5560 s 155.5560 155.5560421
1559 -4.8925550 150.3254293 65.6954 s 155.6954 155.6954461
1480 -5.2314681 150.5593743 65.7723 s e 155.7723 155.7722536
1901 -5.3779847 150.5379716 65.7723 e 155.7723 155.7722547
1572 -4.7775808 150.1943988 65.7723 s 155.7723 155.7722678
1523 -5.1769278 150.4266882 65.7723 s e 155.7723 155.7722678
1919 -5.3075310 150.5906320 66.0375 s 156.0375 156.0374932
1854 -5.2787821 150.4455705 66.0375 s 156.0375 156.0375222
1564 -4.7931933 150.2468907 66.0375 s 156.0375 156.0375222
1837 -5.2513527 150.6451421 66.0375 s 156.0375 156.0375222
1683 -5.1349486 150.2707498 66.2505 s 156.2505 156.2504823
1487 -5.1957408 150.4714218 66.3706 s e 156.3706 156.3706024
1892 -5.4273487 150.5958829 66.3706 s 156.3706 156.3706024
1843 -5.2591419 150.4384844 66.3706 s 156.3706 156.3706069
1635 -5.0764855 150.3921822 66.3706 s 156.3706 156.3706365
1805 -5.2934677 150.4520541 66.8014 s 156.8014 156.8013908
1768 -5.2018013 150.4882765 66.8014 s 156.8014 156.8014005
1676 -4.9498617 150.1862968 66.8014 s 156.8014 156.8014033
1833 -5.3269007 150.4866476 66.8014 s 156.8014 156.8014033
1948 -5.3097628 150.5638108 66.8014 e 156.8014 156.8014095
1820 -5.3018148 150.5712904 66.8014 s 156.8014 156.8014235
1711 -5.1749321 150.4113002 67.3801 s 157.3801 157.3801094
1565 -4.7749815 150.1904474 67.5206 s 157.5206 157.5205689
1646 -5.0110031 150.3578743 67.8906 s 157.8906 157.8905562
1702 -5.3068453 150.3742627 68.1986 s 158.1986 158.1985532
1826 -5.3321678 150.5135414 68.1986 s 158.1986 158.1985905
1767 -5.1481723 150.4625768 68.6294 s 158.6294 158.6293777
1630 -4.9155694 150.4245440 68.7495 s 158.7495 158.7494945
1788 -5.3807997 150.5455237 68.9625 s 158.9625 158.9624666
1691 -5.1353392 150.2755482 68.9625 s 158.9625 158.9624778
1911 -5.3144776 150.5610767 69.1455 s 159.1455 159.1455462
1836 -5.2062137 150.5411270 69.2277 s 159.2277 159.2277348
1513 -5.1334068 150.5021691 69.4439 e 159.4439 159.4439259
1809 -5.2884460 150.5559688 69.7751 s 159.7751 159.7751326
1896 -5.4691723 150.5527587 69.7751 s 159.7751 159.7751406
1808 -5.3842591 150.4927629 69.7752 s 159.7752 159.7751577
1712 -5.1634381 150.4287644 70.0169 s 160.0169 160.0168808
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1629 -4.9255235 150.4191429 70.0169 s 160.0169 160.0168935
1592 -5.0670756 150.5969209 70.2844 s 160.2844 160.2843779
1693 -5.1404725 150.2936820 70.7099 s 160.7099 160.7099345
1739 -5.1977751 150.4306057 71.5650 s 161.5650 161.5650295
1707 -5.1234323 150.2703146 71.5651 e 161.5651 161.5650512
1668 -5.0912603 150.2709484 71.5651 s 161.5651 161.5650512
1882 -5.3880510 150.5572625 71.5651 s 161.5651 161.5650512
1473 -5.3771523 150.7059119 71.5651 e 161.5651 161.5650728
1575 -4.8773978 150.1494048 72.2553 s 162.2553 162.2553183
1771 -5.2100145 150.5004178 72.2553 s 162.2553 162.2553284
1689 -5.1557048 150.2817416 72.3499 s 162.3499 162.3498941
1660 -5.0272153 150.3203614 72.4745 s 162.4745 162.4744698
1652 -4.9273536 150.2702342 72.6460 s 162.6460 162.6459561
1479 -5.2353248 150.5588387 72.8972 s 162.8972 162.8972388
1682 -5.1264676 150.2571913 73.3007 s 163.3007 163.3007309
1669 -5.0980004 150.2713948 73.4956 s 163.4956 163.4956468
1861 -5.2888812 150.4544421 74.0546 s 164.0546 164.0545878
1813 -5.3463847 150.4446443 74.0546 s 164.0546 164.0546041
1561 -4.8885377 150.3149843 74.3578 s 164.3578 164.3577664
1548 -5.0080084 150.3119936 74.3578 s 164.3578 164.3577664
1579 -4.8700729 150.4339115 74.7449 s 164.7449 164.7448713
1543 -5.0402585 150.4061105 74.7449 s 164.7449 164.7448757
1812 -5.2883790 150.4412742 75.0686 s 165.0686 165.0685963
1688 -5.1570439 150.2993732 75.2032 s 165.2032 165.2032345
1916 -5.3471741 150.5834231 75.2564 s 165.2564 165.2564259
1770 -5.2010871 150.5755863 75.2564 s 165.2564 165.2564259
1866 -5.2459740 150.4384286 75.3791 s 165.3791 165.3791168
1514 -5.1436733 150.5598400 75.9637 e 165.9637 165.96373
1625 -5.0590860 150.4441396 75.9637 s 165.9637 165.9637311
1922 -5.2931914 150.5564289 75.9637 s 165.9637 165.9637395
1895 -5.4736137 150.5911151 75.9637 s 165.9637 165.9637438
1584 -4.9910255 150.4716587 75.9638 s 165.9638 165.9637565
1855 -5.2579144 150.4166124 75.9638 s 165.9638 165.9637565
1690 -5.1645206 150.2982015 76.4295 s 166.4295 166.4295498
1741 -5.1860021 150.4289318 77.0054 s 167.0054 167.0053759
1709 -5.1176295 150.4256398 77.0054 s 167.0054 167.0053832
1616 -5.1025199 150.4147953 77.4711 s 167.4711 167.4711328
1817 -5.3416532 150.5407699 77.4712 s 167.4712 167.4711987
1618 -5.0781884 150.4322103 77.4712 s 167.4712 167.4712263
1557 -4.9340674 150.3330623 77.9053 s 167.9053 167.9052693
1529 -5.1702323 150.4144576 78.6901 s 168.6901 168.6900536
1491 -5.2224158 150.5484472 79.9920 s 169.9920 169.9919936
1518 -5.1631796 150.5252464 80.1342 s 170.1342 170.1341748
1554 -4.9814048 150.3074853 80.2724 s 170.2724 170.2724103
1505 -5.1029139 150.5506969 80.2724 s e 170.2724 170.2724386
1874 -5.2247916 150.4024134 80.3401 s 170.3401 170.3401039
1715 -5.1440769 150.4363527 80.5377 s 170.5377 170.5376661
1908 -5.3410086 150.5479591 80.8698 s 170.8698 170.8698218
1494 -5.1561568 150.5664448 81.0274 s 171.0274 171.0273909
1541 -5.0705000 150.4033207 81.2539 s 171.2539 171.2538534
1598 -5.1250032 150.4479855 81.2539 s 171.2539 171.2538544
1593 -5.0692071 150.5861635 81.4693 s 171.4693 171.4692503
1620 -5.0843817 150.4345873 81.8699 s 171.8699 171.8699121
1525 -5.1920597 150.4307947 81.8699 s e 171.8699 171.8699157
1886 -5.0792567 150.6240058 82.0928 s 172.0928 172.092834
1818 -5.3246912 150.5213528 82.2348 s 172.2348 172.2348252
1745 -5.1511295 150.4494089 82.8750 s 172.8750 172.8749837
1954 -5.3114367 150.5805775 83.2110 e 173.2110 173.2110206
1847 -5.3057874 150.4483046 83.2901 s 173.2901 173.2901312
1732 -5.1451370 150.4129183 83.4181 s 173.4181 173.4180844
1495 -5.1510682 150.5615169 84.5597 s 174.5597 174.5596777
1550 -4.9881896 150.3375259 84.6441 s 174.6441 174.6441498
1624 -5.0559614 150.4056626 84.8056 s 174.8056 174.8055711
1675 -4.8991989 150.1214059 85.0302 s 175.0302 175.0302349
1441 -5.1890107 150.6088356 85.2364 s 175.2364 175.2363683
1591 -5.0479376 150.6094751 85.6012 s 175.6012 175.6012479
1535 -5.1162930 150.4224655 85.6013 s 175.6013 175.6013026
1502 -5.1818141 150.5147553 85.9143 s 175.9143 175.9143283
1638 -5.0768158 150.3798624 86.0548 e 176.0548 176.0547984
1504 -5.1316779 150.5541250 87.3974 e 177.3974 177.3974415
1486 -5.2149703 150.5264323 87.7094 s 177.7094 177.7093886
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1647 -5.0004242 150.3516698 87.7094 s 177.7094 177.7094228
1713 -5.1509398 150.4246355 90.0000 s 180.0000 180
1714 -5.1450812 150.4299361 90.0000 s 180.0000 180
1716 -5.1410639 150.4075061 90.0000 s 180.0000 180
1925 -5.5018518 150.5408127 90.0000 s 180.0000 180
1606 -5.0948643 150.4367995 94.3987 s 184.3987 184.3986799
1475 -5.2070857 150.7201600 94.9698 s 184.9698 184.9697631
1555 -4.9919168 150.3431725 95.9061 s 185.9061 185.9061309
1735 -5.1708590 150.4953850 98.1301 s 188.1301 188.1301081
1485 -5.1878668 150.5139518 99.4623 s 189.4623 189.4623222
1499 -5.1442655 150.5648379 99.4623 s 189.4623 189.4623339
1879 -5.1922959 150.4660656 102.1714 s 192.1714 192.171449
1546 -5.0444321 150.3295806 103.5704 s 193.5704 193.5704149
1539 -5.1096466 150.4173479 104.6209 s 194.6209 194.620882
1490 -5.2118100 150.5193082 105.0685 s 195.0685 195.0684965
1667 -5.0439452 150.3147372 105.6422 s 195.6422 195.6422336
1626 -5.0525244 150.4204374 106.3895 s 196.3895 196.3895072
1544 -5.0176500 150.3474353 107.2415 s 197.2415 197.2414547
1701 -5.2056646 150.2502726 107.5256 s 197.5256 197.525582
1506 -5.0955756 150.5476973 109.1790 s 199.1790 199.1790065
1927 -5.4195484 150.6015183 109.1790 s 199.1790 199.1790197
1549 -4.9897073 150.3340443 111.4477 s 201.4477 201.4477483
1542 -5.0930417 150.4132524 113.6294 s 203.6294 203.6293836
1484 -5.2017400 150.5300211 121.6075 s 211.6075 211.607532
1932 -5.4691723 150.5527587 140.7106 e 50.7106 50.71061815
1929 -5.4698653 150.5649161 141.8428 e 51.8428 51.84277341
1930 -5.4660879 150.5987481 142.4314 e 52.4314 52.43139187
1604 -5.0997298 150.4341213 151.6992 e 61.6992 61.69923678
1931 -5.4736137 150.5911151 160.1046 e 70.1046 70.10457153
1607 -5.0859370 150.4064464 160.5600 e 70.5600 70.55997017
1856 -5.2514420 150.3952982 161.5651 e 71.5651 71.56506471
1453 -5.1694523 150.6845397 161.5651 e 71.5651 71.56508727
1887 -5.2107607 150.7252925 167.4712 e 77.4712 77.4711821
1442 -5.1855290 150.6218695 168.1113 e 78.1113 78.11134675
1737 -5.1827101 150.4977842 175.7108 e 85.7108 85.71084506
1615 -5.0795409 150.4070820 198.4350 s 108.4350 108.4349633
1761 -5.1959896 150.4539284 211.5043 s 121.5043 121.5042589
1750 -5.1816500 150.4307172 255.2564 s 165.2564 165.2564259
1447 -5.1510135 150.6293239 319.7636 ne 49.7636 49.76363173
1933 -5.4443319 150.5872451 334.6326 e 64.6326 64.63258542
1890 -5.3866635 150.7493127 336.5713 e 66.5713 66.57132097
1459 -5.2123707 150.7309398 342.8973 e 72.8973 72.89725152
1920 -5.2715704 150.5607252 344.7449 e 74.7449 74.7448813
1608 -5.0875350 150.3913145 345.9638 e 75.9638 75.96375653
1451 -5.1808645 150.6213451 345.9638 e ne 75.9638 75.96378484
1885 -5.3766686 150.6647481 347.1250 e 77.1250 77.12499306
1464 -5.2375794 150.6858119 347.9053 e 77.9053 77.90526405
1457 -5.1763487 150.6797190 350.5377 e 80.5377 80.5376973
1876 -5.2168462 150.4092428 351.5730 e 81.5730 81.57302633
1445 -5.1621728 150.6289891 352.4054 e 82.4054 82.40536924
1462 -5.2696621 150.6716955 352.8750 e 82.8750 82.87499476
1440 -5.1728522 150.6051753 353.2902 e 83.2902 83.29017305
1465 -5.2483837 150.6822900 355.2364 e and w 85.2364 85.23636827
1468 -5.3280338 150.7036622 355.6013 e 85.6013 85.60130314
1452 -5.1457687 150.6309978 355.9144 e 85.9144 85.91439055
1509 -5.1584928 150.5205595 356.1859 e 86.1859 86.18593315
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